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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE PROBLEM
This paper describes the vital problems of production
planning for lot type production, which have been developed
in the last few years. The production model we assume, con-
sists of a sequence of operations that manufacture and assem-
ble several components to one assembly on a certain number of
f acili ties.
The problem to plan the production schedule is discussed
in two parts :
Part I: Requirement generation
1. part explosion
2. demand and requirement,
Part II: Scheduling
3
.
lot size
,
and
4. scheduling.
The total scheduling problem shall be explained in this intro-
ductory pages step by step. The initial data are given with
the sales forecast, which dictates the type of part to be pro-
duced, the quantities of these parts and the time when they
have to be completed. How do we get a feasible and optimal
schedule that meets all requirements? It is impossible to
solve the problem in one procedure. Hence, the problem is
split into several smaller sub problems.
The part structure descirbed in the bill of material, indi-
cates all ingredients for the assembly. This information is
used to generate the total number of basic elements which have
to be manufactured to obtain one assembly. The cxplos i on prob-
lem uses matrix algebra to describe part structure and to deter-
mine the total number of components necessary to assemble one
unit of a specific commodity. The demand problem computes for
the given sales forecast of assemblies and components the total
required amount of components to fulfill the market need. The
sales forecast given for several future periods, causes an
interweaving of all these demands. The current production and
the planning for the next periods have to be properly connected.
All the quantities calculated in the demand problem are 'gross
requirements'. They must be reduced or net te_d by the existing
parts from the inventory and work in process to get the net
requirements. These net requirements have to be produced. Here,
the problem of every lot type production arises, the right
lot size and the scheduling of these. The l ot si ze problem
shows how to evaluate an economical lot size, considering all
possible circumstances of required quantities, production
facilities, inventory, and machine preparation.
All we have described at this point is just preparation
for the scheduling. The sched ule is generated from start
and completion times, ant' the total requirement quail title
grouped in the optimal lot size. The production schedule is
filled into a wide time interval or "band," within which the
production must be performed. The overall schedules are deter-
mined with the aid of "manufacturing bands," in which the
foreman does the detail scheduling with the help of a loading
rule for the facilities.
1.2 PRODUCTION PLANNING AN D CONTROL
The general function of production planning and control
in the total business system is described to give an overall
view. These pages should indicate the connection to other
problems of the production system, and to show where and how
these problems arise in the total system. The different types
of production are discussed to compare them and to point out
where our technique can be applied.
The schematic block diagram in Figure 1.1 illustrates the
interaction of the most important departments of a manufacturing
firm. The lines connecting the different blocks show the flow
of instruction (full arrows), feedback (dashed arrows) and
material (open arrows).
1. S ales o r ganization
The sales organization supplies management with information
about the market situation, specific customer needs, and the
sales forecast prepared from a market study.
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2 . Manage merit decisi on functi on
The management decision function is to control the overall
direction of the total business system. All policy statements
originate here. To accomplish this goal, the decision group
requires information from all the main departments.
3 . Engineering or design group
This department designs and develops plans of the articles
to be manufactured. The word design includes the preparation
of the engineering drawings, the major directions for the oper-
ations, fixing of quality level and, with that, the required
tolerance limits.
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Pro d_u c t i o n_ p 1 an n i n g an d c on _t r q 1
Manufacturing the required quantity of a product in the
desired quality at the correct time with the most economical
method is the main function of this department.
5. Manufacturing
The production facilities (machines and equipment), the
manpower and the process methods , which perform the actual task
necessary to refine the material into the required form are the
manufacturing department.
6. Purchasing
The purchasing department controls the vendor or sub-
contractors. Detail parts and raw-material which are needed
to accomplish the companies aim are selected, ordered, checked
and controlled by the purchasing department.
1.3 TYPE OF PRODUCTION [9]*
The type of production depends upon the quantity of the
finished product and the regularity of manufacture. According
to the manufactured quantities involved, we distinguish three
main groups:
a) Job production,
b) Lot production, and
c) Continuous production.
1 . 31 Jo b production
Job production is the manufacturing of the products to meet
specific customer requirements of special orders. The quantity
involved is relatively small. This production is normally con-
cerned with special projects, models, prototypes, etc. Examples
are: tur bo- gen orator a , large engines, shipbuilding, etc.
1. 32
_
Lo t pro duction
In the lot or batch production a number of identical
articles La produced, either to meet a specific custom order,
*The number in square brackets cites the reference in Chapter 7
or to satisfy continuous demand. When production of the lot is
terminated, the plant is available for production of similar
products. Similar to job production, the policies regarding
tooling and other aids depend on the quantities involved. If
the order" is executed only once there is less justification for
providing elaborate production aids than when the order is re-
peated.
In lot production three types can be mentioned, according
to the regularity of the production:
1. A lot is produced only once.
2. A lot is produced repeatedly at irregular intervals,
when the demand occurs.
3. A lot is produced periodically at known intervals,
to satisfy a continuous demand.
Here, planning and control are simplified as quantities
increase and as manufacturing becomes more regular. In the lot
production two basic problems arise: the correct size of the
lot and the scheduling of the production. The attack upon these
problems depends on whether production is governed by external
orders only or by internal consumption or both. For external
orders, the lot size is mainly determined by the customer to
suit his specific circumstances. The plan is mainly concerned
to meet the set delivery dates. For internal consumption, the
plant produces to stock. Both the lot size as well as the sched-
uling problems are matters for internal management decisions.
The optimal lot size considers setup costs, which are in-
volved before each production run, and the carrying costs created
when the finished product is held in stock. The lot size deter-
mines the length of the production run and affects both the
production schedule and lot size consideration of other products.
These problems are further discussed in Chapter A. Lot production
is a very common feature in the industry. Examples are machine
tool work, chemical processes, etc.
1 .34 Con t inuous production
Continuous production is a specialized manufacturing of
identical items on which the facility is fully engaged. It is
associated with large quantities and a high rate of demand.
Here, full advantage is taken of repetitive operations in the
design of production aids such as special tools, transfer
machines, inspection devices, fixtures, etc. There are many
cases where plants are not confined to one particular type of
production. Even very large companies involved in manufacturing
in continuous production often use lot production for most of
the components required on the assembly line. Production
planning and control in such plants become rather substantial
owing to the different types of production.
1.4 INTERACTION OF PROBLEMS
Figure 1.2 shows schematically the interaction and con-
nection of the problems which arc treated in this paper.
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2_. PART EXPLOSION
_2_^_1 INTRODUC TION
A complex product made of several components must be pro-
cessed in a series of steps. In each of these steps various
parts, in integral amounts, are combined to create a new part--
an assembly. In every one of the steps a certain number of
identical articles, the lot or batch, is processed with the same
production operations. V.'e will develop a technique to describe
the component-assembly-relation, graphically as well as mathe-
matically. Matrix algebra is used to represent this relation-
ship and to calculate the total number of components which
are integrated into the manufactured part.
Example: [4] , The process of determining the number of parts
required to build a planned lot: of a product is called "require-
ments generation"; see chapter 3. For example, to manufacture
one jeweled box, the parts shown in Figure 2.1 are needed for
assembly. To build 300 such boxes, obviously each quantity
listed times 300 are needed. If we purchase all parts for the
box except the jeweled hinges, which are assembled from simpler
parts, a part list for each hinge assembly must be generated
(see Figure 2.2). To determine the number of detail parts re-
quired in 300 boxer,, we have to multiply 300 boxes by 2 hinges
per box times the quantity per hinge. For example each box
requires a total of 2 8 jewels, 16 jewels for the box itself, sad
6 jewels for each of the t w o hinges.
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Part Part No
. Q uan ti ty
box lid 1 1
box base 2 1
box side 3 4
hinge 4 2
s crew 5 24
j ewel 6 16
Figure 2.1. Part list or bi ll-o f -material for one
jeweled box, part no. 3.
Part Part No Quanti ty
hinge leg 7 2
pin 8 1
j ewel 6 6
Figure 2.2. Part list or b ill-of-material for
one hinge, part no. 4.
2.2 DEFINITION OF BASIC TERMS
In this section several basic terms will be defined.
Additional terms and concepts will be explained as they occur.
2.21 Operations
An operation is a procedure that uses a facility to alter
the physical, chemical or location state of the part being
manufactured .
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2 ,22 Produc ti.00 facility
A production facility is a man or machine or man-machine
combination which performs operations. Facilities are defined
as mutually exclusive and add up to the total of available
facilities. Facilities arc also defined, jointly with the
operations, so that each operation requires exactly one facility
for its performance.
2.23 Operation sheet
The operation sheet is a list of manufacturing operations
that must be performed in the stated sequence on the specified
facilities to convert a certain amount of a particular raw
material, detail parts, and assemblies into a finished part.
2.24 Part
Fi nal ass embly or end -item. A part not assembled to another
part, i.e. , not a component of any other assembly in the
manufacturing system, is defined as a final assembly (or as an
end-item). Such a part represents the output of the manufacturing
system and is shipped to a customer or to another department of
the company, which is outside of our consideration. A final
assembly does not appear as a consumed sub-part (or component)
on any bill of material in the system.
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Main- as s e mb ly . We call an assembly, consumed directly by the
final assembly a main-assembly. The main-assemb ly is a main
component of the final product. The components of the main-
assembly are sub- assemblies of different levels, detail-parts,
and raw material.
Sub -assembly . A sub-assembly, integrated from a certain number
of parts, is a component of a main-assembly or another sub-
assembly with a lower level number. It may be directly or in-
directly consumed by the main-assembly.
Pet ail -part . A detail part is a 'discrete' component of any
type of assembly, and requires no part to assemble itself.
Detail parts are directly delivered from other companies or
other departments. The parts are the 'input' of the manufacturing
system. In opposition to raw material, the detail parts are
countable items and are consumed in integer amounts. We include
in the word "detail part" every part which is not assembled in
our total system. Hence, every purchased part, even assembly,
will be defined as a detail for our system.
R aw ma t e_ r 1 a 1 . Raw materials are components of any type of
assembly, and have the same property as -the detail parts with
one exception: raw material is a measurable item and is consumed
in continuous quantities, for instance, length, area, volume, etc.
Paj_t . The term part (or commodity) is the name applied to an
item during and after manufacturing. The part will be said
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to be "in process" until the last operation is completed. The
term part is the general term, integrating final-assembly, main-
assembly, s ub -assembly , detail and raw-material.
Assemb ly . A part built up from a certain number of other parts
is called an assembly. We say, a certain number of components
are "consumed" to generate an assembly. The existence of the
components for the assembly is, of course, not sufficient. To
obtain the assembly an "assembly operation" is necessary.
2.25 Di rect and indi rec t consumption
We say, a certain number of sub-parts are "consumed" to
generate an assembly. A part "i" is " direc t ly " consumed by
assembly j, if it is directly required in the assembly operation
For the "direct" consumption of part i in assembly j, part i
is a positive quantity in the bill of material of assembly j.
Part i is "indirectly" consumed by assembly j, if part i is
consumed (directly or indirectly) by a directly consumed sub-
assembly of part j.
2.26 Bill of material
The bill of material is a list of parts and their quantities
which are directly consumed in the manufacture of a given part.
The bill of material carries three important pieces of information
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1) the name of the assembly j being made,
2) the name of the directly consumed components i, and
3) the quantity of the directly consumed components i.
2.2 7 Bill of consumption
Analogous to the bill of material, the "bill of consumption"
is the list of parts and their quantities, where the specific
part is consumed or used. The bill of consumption contains
three pieces of information:
1) the name of the component i being used or consumed
in other parts
,
2) the name of the assemblies j, which consume or re-
quire this component i, and
3) the quantities of the direct consumption of component
i in assemblies j.
We shall not use this definition further, it is mentioned
here for completeness. This type of information is not normally
maintained by manual systems.
2.28 Level order
The hierarchy of parts (i.e. final-assembly, main-assembly,
assembly, and detail-part) leads to the expression "level".
Parts, that require the same maximum number of assembly steps to
appear in the end-item, are parts of the same level. We assign
to the final-assembly the level number "1", as the highest
16
level; to the main-assembly the level number "2", as the next
lower level; and so forth, till v:e reach the detail-part with
the highest level number 6, as the lowest level. See Figure
2.13 in section 2.84.
FINAL ASSEMBLY
/
.
MAIN ASSEMBLIES
SUB-ASSEMBLIES
I
SUB-ASSEMBLIES
A
SUB-ASSEMBLIES
level number
DETAIL PARTS AND RAW MATERIALS
HIGHEST
LEVEL
LOWEST
6 LEVEL
Figure 2.2a. Level order
2.3 PRESENTATION OF THE PART STRUCTURE
2.31 Bill of material
The configuration of a part is described with the bill of
material or part list. See the explanation in section 2.26 and
the examples in Figure 2.1 and 2.2.
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2. 32 Part structure diagram
The configuration of an assembly can be presented clearly
with a part structure diagram.
Figure 2.3. Part structure diagram.
Each PART is shown by a small circle or node, which includes
the part number. The DIRECT CONSUMPTION of one part by another
is represented by a line connecting the two circles. The arrow
points to the consuming assembly. The number n. . beside or on
each line represents the QUANTITY of the entering part i, which
is necessary to produce one unit of the assembly, j. If circle
j lies above circle i in the part structure diagram and x arrows
connect these two circles, we say part j is at a DISTANCE d.
.
from part i. Moreover, any circle is at distance zero from it-
self. The direct consumption of one part into another is at
distance one. Concluding, we show a legend of the symbols used,
in Figure 2. A.
= x
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Description
Graphical
symbol
part
part number
direct consumption
consumed quantity
per assembly
circle
number in the circle
arrow, pointing to
consuming assembly
number next to
arrow
©
(7yn
:j
Figure 2 . 4 . Legend of the symbols of the part
structure diagram.
Example . The part structure diagram of the jeweled box assembly
identified with the number 9, is drawn in Figure 2.5. The final
assembly 9 is shown in the top row of the diagram, and is made
up of one sub-assembly, the hinge, and five detail parts. Each
unit of assembly 9 requires 2 units of sub-assembly 4, one unit
of part 1, one unit of part 2, four units of part 3, 16 units of
part 6, and 24 units of part 5. The diagram shows that part 4
is an assembly, for there are other parts going into it, whereas
the parts 1, 2, 3, 6, and 5 are detail parts as there are no parts
entering these parts. From the diagram we can easily read the
structure of sub-assembly 4.
f/nol assembly
Sub as ?< frtJbfy
Figure 2.5. Fart structure diagram of the jeweled bi
e x a mp le of section 2.1.
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Summary . The part structure diagram illustrates the total
structure of all the assemblies and final assemblies in a very-
clear picture. This visual representation is easy to grasp and
requires few additional explanations. The part structure diagram
gets too big and the overall view will be lost if we try to
represent a realistic problem from industry, where hundreds of
parts are required to build a final assembly. In addition, the
information content of the diagram cannot be immediately used
for mathematical thought and transformations.
2.33 Next assembly matr ix N
The information given in the bill of material or the part
structure diagram can be presented in matrix form. The bill of
material of a certain assembly j can be "extended" to include
every part of the production-system under consideration , even
if none of these parts is needed to assemble assembly j. A
quantity of zero represents every time a part listed in the bill
of material, which is not required for this assembly j. The
"extended part lists" may be assembled to an array, whose number
of rows is equal to the total number of parts, and the number
of columns is equal to the number of assemblies j. 'Including
all parts with a zero bill of material (all entries of this bill
are zero), we obtain a square matrix. The dimension of the matrix
is equal to the number of parts defined by the system under
consideration.
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Example . The information contained in the bills of material in
Figure. 2.1 and the part structure diagram of Figure 2.5 is trans-
formed into matrix form in Figure 2.6. Assembly four requires
six units of item six, two units of item seven and one unit of
item eight. Assembly 9 needs 1 unit of part 1, 1 unit of part 2,
A units of part 3, 2 units of part A, 24 units of part 5, and 16
units of part 6
.
w
a
o
6
w
C
o
CJ
consuming parts
123 A 5678 9
I i 1
i § 0^
p
o 1
J
o 1
.J
= N
F i g u r c 2.6 Next assembly matrix, N, for the jeweled box
assembly. Each column represents the ex-
tended bill of material for the part indi-
cated at the top of each column.
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Definition . Ue define now the next assembly matrix N as a square
matrix where the elements n. . denote the quantity of part i
directly needed to make one unit of part j . (Note: Ue could also
define the next assembly matrix N as a rectangular matrix, not
including all the zero bill of material. It is only more con-
venient to work with the defined "square N-matrix").
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Next assembly matrix N; the red boardered
column j represents the "extended bill of
material" of part j.
Properties of the N-matrix .
P osit ive e lements. All elements of the N-matrix are positive
or zero. There is no meaning for negative elements n . for all
n.
.
are defined as consumed quantities.
Square ma t r i
x
. Every N-matrix is square, that is the number of
rows is equal to the number of columns. Every part is repre-
sented in the N-matrix as a consumed and as a consuming part.
This property is a part of our definition of the N-matrix.
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T r i an g u 1 a r i z a t i o n . Every feasable N-matrix can be converted
to a triangular matrix by interchanging of rows and columns.
Proof and application of this property is shown in section 2.5
Row . Each row i informs where and in what quantity part i is
used .
Zero -row . Rows with all elements equal to zero represent the
row of a final assembly or end item. These products are not
assembled or used for any other part in this manufacturing
system.
Col umn . Column j states which parts and in what quantity of
these parts are directly needed to build up one part j. Each
column is an "extended" bill of material for the specific part
3 •
Zero-column . Columns with all entries equal to zero represent
detail parts or raw materials.
Main diagonal: The elements of the main diagonal n^
.
, for all
i = j, represents the quantity of part i which is directly con-
sumed by itself. Generally no part is consumed by itself and
all elements of the main diagonal are zero. Mathematically we
call this case "non-cyclic" and write:
n, = for all i = i
23
A_dv a n t a g e s of the matrix r epres en f. a t i on _[ 13] . The main ad-
vantage of the matrix representation of the part structure is
the conciseness and non-ambiguity compared with the graphical
or any other non-mathematical formulation. The matrix algebra
reduces the numerical effort to solve explosion and scheduling
problems tremendously. The objective of these problems is not
only to get an answer, but to obtain a result without excessive
efforts. Many planning problems can be solved by enumerating
and evaluating all feasable solutions. This approach - similar
to the trial and error method - is rarely practical, for the
number of possible solutions is astronomic in most scheduling
problems
.
iL*_-L4__ Compute r stora ge of the part struct ure
Matrix st orage . The next assembly matrix N can be stored in a
computer in two forms: (a) as a matrix, or (b) as an ordered
list. As we will see later, the N-matrix is very "sparse", i.e.
very few elements n.
.
are non-zero most of the elements are zero
Allocating storage space to the zero elements is wasteful of
computer capacity so the spanse N-matrix may be stored more
efficiently as an ordered list.
Ordered l ist s tora ge__[ 2 7 ] . The next assembly matrix may be
stored in two forms: ordered by columns, or ordered by rows.
Both forms are kept in memory in order to facilitate rapid
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retrieval by row or by column. To take advantage of the
sparseness of N, only the non-zero elements are stored. Each
element is stored with a row or column index, as appropriate.
Moreover, a row or column begins with its own index. Thus, for
the row form, we store each row N. as
1
{i,(j, nij ) |n lj9«o, yj} (2.1)*
In the case that all n. . =0, the entire row, including the
index, is omitted. Similarly, for the column form, each column
is s tored as
{j,(i.n.
.) |n. .f0, Vi}ij ' ij (2.2)
The column and its index are omitted if all en ties or elements
are zero
.
Examp le . For the N-matrix shown in Figure 2.6, the actual in-
formation stored in the computer would be for ROW ORDER:
(1: (9,1) ;2: (9,1) ; 3(9,4) ;4: (9,2) ;5: (9,24) ;6: (4,6) ; (9,16) ;
7:(4,2) ;8: (4,1)}
and for COLUMN ORDER:
{4 : (6,6) ,(7,2) ,(8,1) ;9; (1,1) ,(2,1) ,(3,4) ,(4,2) ,(5,24),
(6,16)}
The punctuation has been added for the purpose of illui on
The symbol V, an upside down A, stands for the tern "for all".
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The number standing by itself is the row index i (or the column
index j), the succeeding couplets consist of column index j
(or row index i) and the element n. .. The matrix element n.ij ij
and its associate index j (or index i) have been grouped to-
gether by parentheses.
Summary . From the above discussion, it can be seen that al-
though matrix algebra is used to formalize the subject, the
procedures are implemented with the aid of the list processing
methods. Since the matrices are very sparse, the elimination
of zero elements sharply reduces the amount of memory required.
2.4 TOTAL REQUIREMENT MATRIX
2.41 Intr oduc tion and Def inition
In the total requirement matrix T, each element t. . is
defined as the total quantity of part i needed to make one unit
of part j, x-7hich enters directly and/or indirectly into part j.
The T-matrix can be explained in several ways. We will display
here two reasonable explanations, which lead necessarily to the
same res ul t
.
2 .4 2 Expl an ation 1
Change the above definition slightly and state: Each
element t. . represents the total quantity of part i needed to
assemble one unit of part j over all distances d. The defi-
nition of "distance d" was given in section 2.32.
26
Pi s tan ce 1 . The next assembly matrix, N, can be called "distance-
1" quantity-matrix, for the elements n.. of N are defined as the
quantities of part i needed directly to build one unit of part
j. According to our definition for "distance", "directly" is
identically to "distance 1".
pi s ta n ce 2_. All parts i which are needed to produce one unit
of part j at distance 2, or in other words, which are indirectly
needed over one other part, can be expressed in a "distance-2"
quantity-matrix. We understand, part i is at distance 2 from
part j, if the part i is a direct component of a subpart k, and
subpart k is a direct component of part j.
n
,kr3 A,*, = 4
Figure 2.11. Indirect consumption at distance 2.
To calculate the total number of parts i required to build one
unit of part j, we sum the products of the direct consumption of
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part i into part k and the direct consumption of part k into part
j. Figure 2.11 shows a brief example. For every part k there
are 3 units of part i required, and for every part k„ , 4 units
of part i. The 2 units of part k entering part j require in
total 2.3=6 units of part i. The same holds true for part
k„: for all 7 units of part k„ we need in total 4 . 7 = 28
units of part i to assemble one unit of part j. The total number
of part i entering part j is therefore 3.2+4.7= 34. With
the illustrated problem and Figure 2.11 we can conclude: the ijth
element of the "distance-2" quantity-matrix is given with
n
(2) r
ij £
n ikn kj (2.3)
changing this element into matrix form we write
(2) 2N^ ; - N - N.N (2.4)
Distance k. This reasoning can be generalized for distance 3, 4,
and so on. It can be proved that the "dis tance-k" quantity-
matrix is given with N
,
where
N
k
= N.N k 1 = N k X .N (2.5)
Pis tance zero . Consider the requirements for a part at distance
zero; the part itself is needed to give this part. To obtain
one part i one part i itself is needed with zero assembly steps.
2 8
With the explanation and the previous definition we formulate:
(0) - J
4 j
(2.6)
This statement is nothing more than the definition of the
identity matrix, I, consisting of "l"s in the main diagonal
and zeros elsewhere.
N = I =
10 0.. . .
10
1.
V- 0. . .
(2.7)
Dis tance m>6 . We denote with 6 the longest distance which
occurs in the part structure. All "distance-m" quantity-matrices
for all m>6, are zero matrices. No part i will enter any part
j at the distance m>6, for there is no distance of this magni-
tude in the part structure. In mathematical notation wc write:
in matrix format:
N™ = V m>6 (2.8)
where 6 max {d}
or in element format
(m)
n> . =0 V i ,j and V m>ij (2.9)
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Total requirement matrix. In the T-matrix each element t. . is
XJ
defined as the total quantity of part i needed to manufacture
part j over all distances. Hence:
T = N + N + N + . . . + N
9 x
T I + N + N + . . . + N
5 k
T - I N
k=0
(2.10)
(2.11)
This finite sum can be transformed into a closed expression, as
follows :
T - I N
k=0
I + I N
k
k=l
(2.12)
6+ 1
N.T = I N
k=l
N
k
+ N
6+1
k=l k=l
(2.13)
T - N.T = I
T(I - N) = I
T = (I - N)" 1
(2.14)
(2.15)
Numerical ex ample . To illustrate the equation (2.11), we com-
pute the total requirement matrix T for the "jeweled box" exam-
ple. We write the N-matrix of Figure 2.6 and compute all
necessary powers of the N-matrix. All powers of the N-matrix
are obtained with the general matrix multiplication.
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12345678 9
r 0000000 1
00000000 1
00000000 4
00000000 2
00000000 24
000 6 000016
00020000
00010000
00000000
(2.16)
>
12 3 4 5 6 7
= N.N
r00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
000000
00000000 12
00000000 4
0000 000 2
00000000
~\
(2.17)
J
3 2
N = N.N »
4 3
N - N.N -
.inWe recognize, that for nll°ni>2, N 0. This is not surprising
for the part structure as shown in Figure 2.5, has maximal dis-
tance of 6 2 . Applying equation (2.11) we write:
T - JJn-i + n + n 4
k=0
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12 3 4 5 6 7
T =
r
k.
10000000
01000000
00100000
00010000
00001000 24
00060100 28
00020010 4
00010001 2
00000000 1
-1
(2.18)
j
Using equation (2.15) T = (I - N ) we calculate first (I - N)
and invert i t
:
(I-N)
T = (I-N)
12345678 9
lfiooooooo-i?
01000000-1
00100000-4
00010000-2
00001000 -2 4
000-6 0100-16
000-2 0010
000-10001
00000000
= T as above.
J
(2.19)
2.43 Exp l anation 2_
The total consumption of part i per unit of part j is the
sum of: 1) the direct consumption of part i per unit of part j
and 2) the indirect consumption of all parLs k, which enter
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directly as subparts the part i. In mathematical terms thi,
statement is v/ritten:
*
.
- n
.
.
+ J fc *,
*
n.
.
13 ij £ xk kj (2.20)
To clarify the above equation, we illustrate it with an example,
showing the part structure diagram in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12. Total requirement computation 2
Total requirements of parts i in part k
t*
ik
2
n ik
2
= 2
t* =n.
1
.n
1
.
=2.5 =10
lk 11 1 k _
Total requirements of parts i in part j
* c n + ) t * . n
ij ij t lk'"kj
7 + 1.2 + 2.3 + 10. A - 55
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Change from the element format in equation (2.20) to
matrix format and compute the total requirement matrix T*
:
T* = N + T*.N (2.21)
T* - T*N = N
T*.(I-N) = N
T* = N. (I-N)" 1 (2.22)
In the T*-matrix defined above, we did not include the con-
sumption of part i in part i itself, as we did in the first ex-
planation. To obtain the same formula for the total requirements
we add therefore to the computed T*-matrix the identity matrix
I. According to our convention, the direct consumption or the
total consumption of part i in part i is one unit, which results
to be the identity matrix I:
ij
= 1 if i = j
= if i * j
Thus
T - T* + I (2.23)
-1
T = N. (I-N) + I
T - I = N. (I-N)" 1
(T-I)
.
(I-N) = N
T(I-N) -1=0
T = (I-N)" 1 (2.24)
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2.44 Discussion of the formulas for the T-matrix
From a mathematical viewpoint equation (2.15) with T =
(I - N) is a closed and compact expression. However, for the
actual practical computation of the T-matrix, the finite sum of
6
k
T = Z N
,
equation (2.11) offers less computation effort on the
k=0
computer, since no matrix invertion has to be done.
2.5 CYCLIC AND NON-CYCLIC PART STRUCTURE
2.51 Introduction and definition
VJe introduce this section of cyclic versus non-cyclic part-
structure for several reasons:
1) To define more exactly the mathematically properties
of the N-matrix. The formulas and transformations, handled
with this matrix definition can be applied to other mathematical
models, such as business systems.
2) Clerical, key-punching or any other administrative
errors lead to incorrect computations. These errors can be
detected immediately as they generate a non-feasible or cyclic
part struc ture
.
3) To enlarge our model, to set it into a larger frame,
we accept not only integer quantities to be consumed, but also
measurable quantities (see the definition of raw-material
section (2.2 4)).
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Cyclic bills of material or N-matrices , respectively, occur
in production systems in which a produced product is needed in
its own production. Parts with cyclic character cannot be
manufactured, unless some quantity of each part which is consumed
in itself is available to start the manufacturing process. But,
once a cyclic process is started it can continue forever. Ex-
amples cover a wide range: Electricity is commonly consumed
in creating the magnetic field necessary to generate the field
electricity. To grow crystals (for semiconductors, etc.) a
seed-crystal is required to start the process. This crystal is
physically the same product. The "starter" of a dough, is
necessary to begin the chemical process within the bread dough.
Many agriculture processes require for the output the same
product as input. A small part of the harvest is kept for use
as seeds
.
A part structure is said to be cyclic if there is at least
one part which is consumed directly or indirectly in itself.
The part structure is non-cyclic if there is no part which is
consumed in itself. For the mathematically exact definition of
cyclic or non-cyclic refer to the section 2.6. The part structure
and the next assembly matrix N is considered "cyclic" if they
were developed from a group cf bills of material with at least
one cyclic bill of material. To determine if a N-matrix is
cyclic or not and feasible or not we apply the theorems of
section 2.6.
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2 . 5 2 Numeric al examp le
In the sample problem we assume a product 1, with the com-
ponents 2, 3, and 4. The part structure diagram and the next
assembly matrix N of the production system is shown in Figure
2.8. The system represented in this Figure 2.8 is said to be
"direct cyclic", it requires for building part 1 that the com-
modity 1 is directly consumed by itself.
/
12 3 4
N =
1
' 1
2
2 2 1
3 1
4
,
o 1 o
Figure 2.8. Direct cyclic system.
Figure 2.9 represents an "indirect cyclic" system, for part 1
is indirectly consumed in itself.
1
2
N = 3
4
5
consuming part
12 3 4 5
r 1 "\
-/
-
9
4
3
10
10
Figure 2.9. Tart structure, diagram and next assembly
matrix N of an indirect cyclic process.
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2.5 3 B reaking cycles [12], [13]
In a scries of problems it is possible to consider feasible
cyclic processes as though they were non-cyclic. This can be
done by considering a part, when it is consumed in itself, to be
different from the same part when it is not consumed in itself.
Continuing our example from section 2.52, we can call the elec-
tricity used to start up a generator "self -consumed electricity"
or "magnetic field electricity", and the available electricity
for outside load the "net generated electricity".
A cyclic next assembly matrix N can be changed into an
"equivalent" non-cyclic N-matrix. A reason for making this
change is to be able to triangularize with the short cut method
described in section 2.7 and to apply the theory developed for
the non-cyclic part structure. The simplest method to change
from cyclic to n on -cyclic character is to modify the designation
of a part when it is consumed in itself and to assume that the
"new" part has a null-bill-of -material or a zero-column, re-
spectively. In this case each broken cycle adds a row and a
column to the existing N-matrix.
For example we have a cyclic N-matrix from section 2.5 2:
N =
(j
2 1
10
10
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This N-matrix is converted into a non-cyclic N-matrix, by
treating part 1 which is consumed in part 1 as a new part 5,
with a null-column or a null -bi 1 l-o f -ma te rial . The new part
is assigned to the fifth row and fifth column. The resulting
non-cyclic N-matrix looks as follows:
N
1 2 3 4 5
1 [
2 2 1
non-
= 3 1
cyclic A 1
5
1
I 2
row of part "5": 1/2 unit
of part 5 is consumed by
part "1".
null-column: no parts are
required to assemble this
part "5"
Figure 2.10. Converted cyclic next assembly matrix.
2.6 FEASIBILITY OF PART STRUCTURE [14]. [19]
An assembly process or the next assembly matrix N, which
represents this process, is feasible if all assembly steps are
possible to perform.
Theo rem 1. A next assembly matrix N is feasible if, and only
CO
if, the infinite sum E N converges to a matrix, called the
k=0
T-mat ri x.
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Theorem 2 . The N-matrix is feasible a n
d
n on -cyclic if, and
only if, it is nil-potent; that is, if N =0 for some integer
k less the order of N . Theorem 2 is a special case of theorem 1
The orem 3 . The cyclic N-matrix is feasible or T = (I - N) -1
V kholds true if, and only if, the infinite sum /_, N converges
k=0
Theorem 3 is a special case of theorem 1, determining the
feasibility of cyclic matrices.
2.7 UPDATING
When a manufacture performs modifications, it becomes
necessary to update the N and T matrix. If such an updating
would occur infrequently, it would be conceivable to compute
the T-matrix from the N-matrix each time that the N-matrix
is revised. In practice, however, most companies make fre-
quent changes. A suitable shortcut for updating the T-matrix
is therefore necessary for a useful application of the T-matrix
in production control.
2. 71 Giffler's method [13]
Let us define AN and AT as the changes of the N-matrix
and of the T-matrix, respectively. Giffler proved in his
paper that
T = T + AT = T.(I-AN.T)" 1 = ( I-T . AN )
"" 1
. T (2.25)
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Since AN is generally a very sparse matrix, (I-AN.T) and
(I-T.AN) tend to be sparse too. The inversion of these two
sparse matrices involves less time than the direct generation
of the matrix T.. = T + AT from N = N + AN. Even though the
calculation time to determine the changed matrix is decreased
with Giffler's method, the time is still very substantial.
2 . 72 Gleibcrman 's method [19]
Derivation o f Formula . The formula T = (I - N) holds true for
both the original matrix, N, and T, and for the changed matrix
N = N+AN and T = T+ AT.
= (I-N)
T
x
- (T+AT) = (I-(N-hAN)) l = (I-N-AN) l
(2.26)
(2.27)
Multiplying these two formulas through to eliminate the inverses
gives the equations:
(I-N)T = I
(T+AT) . (I-N-AN) = I
T(I-N) = I
(I-N-AN) (T+AT) = I
(2.28)
(2.29)
Multiplying equation (2.28) by (T+AT); the left equation by a
left multiplication, and the right equation by a right multipli-
cation; we ge t :
T - NT
(T+AT) (T-NT) (T+AT)
T +AT. T-TNT-AT.NT - T+AT
T - TN
(T-TN) (T+AT) T+AT
(2. 30)
(2. 31)
T -TNT+TAT-TNAT - T+AT (2.32)
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Multiplying equation (2.29) by T; the left equation by a right
multiplication, and the right equation by a left multiplication;
we receive :
T+AT-TN-AT.N-TAN-ATAN = I
T-NT-ANT-i-AT-NAT-AN. AT =-- I
T +AT. T-TNT-AT.NT-TANT-ATANT =
T -TNT-TANT+T. AT-TNAT-TAN. AT =
(2. 33)
(2.34)
Subtracting equation (2.34) from equation (2.32) we have
T. AN. T + AT. AN.T = AT T.AN.T + TANAT = AT (2.35)
Suppose the AN matrix contains only non-zero elements in one row
i. This means we change only the use of the item i. The
structure of this part i is completely unaffected, hence, the ith
column of AN and AT are zero columns.
r
AT = ::':•;:
:u>
i
r
AN =
column i
A
row i
(2.36)
(2.37)
v. J
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Hence
,
AT. AN =
and
AT. AN.T =
(2. 38)
(2. 39)
Similarly, suppose that the AN matrix contains only one non-zero
column j. The structure of the part j is the only change for any
column indicates the parts which enter the specific part j. The
uses of part j are completely unaffected. Hence, the j th row of
AT and AN are zero.
AN -
L column j
/ \
i o
AT =
4 o
row j
Hence
,
AN. AT =
T . A N . A T -
(2.40)
(2.41)
Concluding, if AN has only non-zero elements in one row or in
one column, the substitution of (2.3 1)) and (2.41) into (2.35)
reduces to :
A T = T . A N . T (2.42)
A3
The above reasoning holds if AN has non-zero elements in the rows
of only one level or if it has non-zero elements in the columns
of one level
.
Application of the formula (2.42) AT ==__ T_. AN . T . Assume the case
where AN has non-zero elements in rows and columns of different
levels. For any non-zero row, i, let A.N determine the matrix
that is identical with AN in the ith row, and null elsewhere.
For any non-zero column, j, let AN refer to the matrix that is
identical with AN in the j th column, and zero elsewhere. At the
first look, it seems permissable to apply equation (2.42) for
each matrix.
Although this method is usually satisfactory, examples can
be constructed, for which injudicious sequences of iteration steps
produce troubles. In general, if any combination of elements of
the original and changed matrix produces a cycle, the equation
(2.42) must be applied first on the negative elements of AN, and
then on its positive elements. This avoids the building of a
cyclic matrix during the iteration process, for equation (2.26)
hold only true for non-cyclic matrices (as defined in section
2.5 and 2.6)
The use of equation (2.42) is much simpler than it looks.
The fact that AN includes only one non-zero row or column, and
additionally in practice it is a very sparse row or column, makes
the operation quite usable. At each iteration, it is only
necessary to obtain a comparatively small number of rows and
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columns . The accumulated AT matrix can be referred to as
needed, and added to the initial T-matrix if required.
T - T + AT = T + T, AN.T (2.43)
Numerical example. The original matrix is denoted as T , the
result of the first iteration step as T, of the second iteration
as T~ and so on
.
110
10
2 1
[0 0J
AN
£]
i_
T„ =
r i 3 1 1^
110
10
2 11
1
r
T
l
= T + V A 2 N ' T
-1
T +
J
ri o 3 1 r*
10
10
2 11
1J
T
2
= T
l
+ T i« A 5N » T i
T
i
+
r
o 1 o o o"^
3
<J) 1
'l 3 3 1 1^
3
10
12 11
10 1 .
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2,73 Sum ma_ry_
Giffler [13] suggested the generation of the T-matrix from
the N-matrix by applying the updating method. Setting T = I and
AN = N, introduces an efficient method to develop the T-matrix
from the N-matrix with the updating method. The question of the
"cyclic" wrong way mentioned above, does not appear here, since
all elements of the N-matrix are positive. The first iteration
step can be performed efficiently for all rows (or columns) of
one entire level. Equation (2.42) changes to:
AT - T.AN.T = I. A. N.I = AN
i-i Li Li
T
x
- I + A
L
N
(2.44)
(2.45)
This method can be applied to the inversion of any matrix in the
form of (I - N)
,
if N is nilpotent and has only positive and
zero elemen ts
.
The methods developed in this section (2.7) are mathematically
very interesting. Gleiberman's method (2.72) is a very fast and
efficient way to perform updating. A periodical recalulation
of the- production requirements with the methods of Chapter 3 is
suggested. These algorithms consider all possible modification
and revisions, which occured since the last requirement calcu-
lation: appearance of new parts, change of parts in the level
hierarchy, change of part usage, delayed delivery of parts etc.
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2.8 N-MATRIX IN LEVEL-ORDER
An essential property of the non-cyclic N-matrix is that
it can be t riangularized , that is the general N-matrix can be
converted into a triangular matrix (see section 2.33). The
proof is: Every part may be consumed by another part, but if
part i is consumed by part j, then part j cannot be consumed by
part i. This is obvious, for components assembled to a certain
part never require this part as a component. Mathematically
this is stated with:
n..=0 if n..>0 V i,1
1J Ji
(2. AG)
2.81 The triangular matri x
A triangular matrix contains only zero elements above or
below the main diagonal . If the non-zero elements are above the
main diagonal it is an upper triangular matrix, if the non-zero
elements are below the main diagonal it is a lower triangular
matrix. In mathematical terms, the triangular matrix is a
lower triangular matrix if:
"ij " V i 5 j
n
1 ,
to V i > j
(2.47)
and Is a upper triangular matrix if
n,
. j V i < 1
n. . - V i > j
(2.48)
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2 . 82
_
Triangular N-matrix
The property (see section 2.33) of the N-matrix, that every
element n.
. is zero or positive, changes the mathematical de-
scription of the triangular matrix for our purpose:
The lower triangular N-matrix is given with:
. -
n. . >
V i < J
V i > j
(2.49)
or
N =
^\
n.
.
=
ij
i 1 3
n. . >ij-
i > 3
y
The upper triangular N-matrix is given with
n,. >
i3 ~
n. . =
13
V i < j
V i > j
(2.50)
N =
48
2. 83 T riang ulari z at ion of th e N-matrix
A feasible way of converting the general K -matrix into a
triangular form is to permute rov/s and/or columns. Giffler [12]
describes the triangularization of the N-matrix very exhaustively,
including several proofs. We skip these mathematical interesting
methods [12], [13], [27] and go straight to a practical explana-
tion of the triangularization of the N-matrix.
2 . 8 A L e v e 1 o rder
Upon considering the different names assigned to parts,
(final assembly, main-assembly, sub -assemb ly , assembly, and
detail part) we discover a certain hierarchy. Instead of
assigning an arbitrary number to the part independent of their
classification we indicate the hierarchy in the part number. In
other words, we sequence the parts according to their function
within the part structure.
De f in i ti on . We define the level number I of a part as (d + 1)
,
where d is the maximum distance of the part from all final pro-
ducts. The. higher the level order, the lower the level number.
One way to obtain a triangular N-matrix is to sort all parts
according to their level. We assign each part into one of the
levels, according to the maximum distance from all final assem-
blies. Each part will be identified with one unique part number
and the level number. We use the digit before the period to
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Max.Distance Pari' Structure
FROM THE DlAQRAM
Final ASSEMBLY
Level Part
Number Name
Example
d^
1 FINAL TYPEWRITER,
ASSEMBLY
MAIN
ASSEMBLY
CASE,
CARRIAGE,
SUB-
ASSEMBLY
TRUM -FULLY
j
SPHINQ
-ASSEMBLY,
SOB rULLY-ASSEMBLY
ASSEMBLY FOR TPUM-PULLY,
6 =5 DETAIL Boltj waschc-R;
SCREW, HUT,
Fiaure 2.13. Port structure diagram ond level order
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indicate the level number and the number after the period
represents the unique part number in the total system. For
instance the part with the part number 1088, arranged in the
3rd level will now be identified as 3.1088. We note here, that
the arrangement of the part within one of the levels is in-
material
.
2
.
85 N -m a trix i n level order
According to their hierarchy, each part is assigned to a
certain level. Arraying the levels in their increasing level
number, we obtain an N-matrix with a lower triangular character,
moreover, the matrix is block triangular. The position of any
part within a certain level is unimportant.
De f ini tion . The consumption of all parts of level I per unit
of parts of level k is included in the sub-matrix N . Each
X/ K.
element n„
.
. .of the sub-matrix N „ . denotes the quantity ofl.± ,k.
j
Ik
part i out of the level SL needed directly to assemble one unit
of part j out of level k.
COMSUMINC, PARTS
N -
l
t-
2
£ i-
s
e
I r .
v> / t
Jj
c
o
u
' LEVEL NO-
• PAT?" A/c.
J
J
LJ
p A',
<
:
*\
w* Nn
L Ji -<
LEVEL NUMBER
p/\Zr NUMBER
ElEHEMT
SUBMATRl K A^
n
c '>i
Figure 2. J 4. N -matrix and Lave] order
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Low er triang ular property . Every part (level £) is consumed
directly or indirectly by another part of higher level order,
i.e. by a level with a lower level number (level k).
1. Consumption of level I in k:
r
V £>k N„, -<£k \
L
4 if any part of level £
is consumed by a part of level k
= if no single part of level £
is consumed by level k
(2.51)
2. No consumption of level £ in k:
V £<k N„, =£k (2.52)
3. No consumption of two parts from the same level:
V £ = k N f1 =£k
J 2 3 Level no.
A/ =
Level no.
_T
Figure 2.15. Picture of N-matrix in level order.
(2.53)
Blo ck tri angular property . The block character is obtained by
grouping all parts with the same assembly function into the same
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level. All parts of a certain level are consumed by parts of
another level (with a lower level number); none of the parts are
consumed by parts of the same level.
Advan tag e of leve l order .
** The main advantage of the N-matrix in level order is its
triangular character. Combined with this property, all the
advantages of the triangular matrix are gained.
** The accumulation of all information carrying elements under
the main diagonal requires less storage space. For a tri-
2
angular N-matrix of the order n, there are only (n / 2 - n/2)
(n - 1). n/2 elements necessary to describe the total situ-
2
ation instead of n elements with the general N-matrix.
** Matrix invertion and several other matrix operations may be
performed by a shorter and faster method. This is illustrated
in the computation of the total requirement matrix T (see
section 2.86) as well as of the requirement matrix G (sec
sect ion 3.3).
** The introduction of the level order is based on the advantage
of the calculation of the requirement matrix G without the
cumbersome and time consuming computation of the total re-
quirement matrix T. See section 3.3.
** The application of level or dor reduces clerical errors, can
by interchanging of consuming with cons uno d parts and vi.
v c r a a .
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** The level order offers an excellent survey of the position of
a part within the part hierarchy. The suggested part number
insures a fast and secure method of finding and locating any
part
.
2.86 Computation of the T-matrix. with a triangular N-matri x [13 1
The basic equation for determining the elements of (I - N)
when N is triangular and non-negative are:
for lower triangularity (as we defined the N-matrix in level
order)
:
T\-l
1J
i-1
6
.
.
= E n .. t. . V j < iij . . ik kj —
= V j > i
(2.54)
or
t
. .
3-3
m
= 6
.
.
+ E t
., n. V j < iij
,
.
,, ik kj ~J k=i+l
= j > i
(2.55)
for upper triangularity
i-1
= 6..+ Z t.. n. . Vj>i
ij
,
.
ik kj —
= V j < i
or
t
.
.ij
m
= 6,.+ E n.. t. . Vj>i
^ k-i+1 lk kj
= y j < i
vrhere 6.. is the Kronecker-symbol , defined with 6.. = 1 for all
i = j and 6 = for all i J j.
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Deriva tio n of formu la (2.54). The basic formula to calculate t h
i
T-matrix is given with (2.15):
-1
T = (I -- N)
(I - N ) . T - I
T - N . T = I
T - I + N . T
or in element format:
T(I - N) - I
T - TN = I
T = I + TN (2.56)
m
t . . - 6. . + I n ., t, .
tj ij k=1 ik kj
. .
- 6
. .
+
m
I t
k=l lk kj
(2.57)
From the lower triangular property of the N-matrix, equation
(2.49) and the definition of T we know:
» - ; t - V i < j (2.58)
that allows one to change (2.57) to
f- ..."
= V j > i
V j £ i
which is equation (2.54). Similarly, for (2.55), for N.T = T.N
from line (2.56).
Rema rks . Using equation (2.54) the T-matrix is economically
constructed from the columns, column by column from left to
right. If the columns cf t . arc determined in this suggested
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sequence, it will be seen that each newly calculated t.. may be
ij
stored directly over n
. .
(in the computer), for n.. will not be
ij ij
required anymore to calculate the remaining t. .. On the otherij
hand, each calculated t. . is required in the next iteration step
' ij
in the next row.
Example . For illustration purpose we use equation (2.5A) to
calculate T from a lower triangular N-matrix.
(0 o\
N - 2
V 3 A
column 1 1 t, . = 6. .11 ij
k=l
- 1
= 2
-. = + Z no.t., = 3.1 + A. 2 = 11
31 . , Jk klk=l
column 2 : j = 2 t 12
22 ij
32 - °
+
* "ik'ia
= °+4
-
1
k=2
= A
column 3 = 3 13
23
33 ij
T =
1 0^
2 10
11 A 1
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3. DEMAND PROBLEM
A sales forecast or a customer order generates a certain
demand for final assemblies. This demand in turn causes a de-
mand for all the main-assemblies, which enter these final
assemblies, and each demand for a main-assembly generates a
demand for all the entering parts. It is necessary to deter-
mine the quantity of each part that must be manufactured (for
assemblies) or purchased (for the detail parts) to meet a given
demand and call it "requirement". This demand may exist for
any part, for in order to satisfy customers, a manufacturer
generally sells final products as well as spare parts.
We define "DEMAND" as the quantity of a part needed at a
certain time, t for the market. "REQUIREMENT" will be used for
the quantity of a part which has to be produced (for assemblies)
or ordered (for detail parts) at time t
n
to meet the given
"demand" at time t .
3. 1 TYPES OF DEMAND
We discuss first a sequence of simple demand problems.
Step by step we will enlarge the simple problem to solve the
realistic time-dependent demand problem spanning several future
time periods. This chapter discusses the following demand probl>
1
.
simple demand,
2. simple demand and level order,
3. netted demand, edited demand, or simple demand with
available inventory,
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4. reorder demand,
5. time-dependent demand, and
o
6. time-dependent demand with available inventory.
3_._2_ SIMPLE DEMAND
Simple demand requires only the computation of the quantity
of every part to fulfill the desired parts for the market. There
is no indication of when the part production has to be started
or finished, and no inventory is available.
Def ini tion . We define the column vector D as the demand vector,
where the ith element d. is the demand quantity of part i. Since
t. . units of part i are necessary to build one unit of part j,
the total quantity to be produced or purchased of part i to ful-
fill the demand d. of part i is given by the product t . . . d..
3 ij 3
The total requirements g of part i, satisfying all demands of
all parts i = 1,..., n, is Z t...d.. Hence, the basic equation
.
ij j
3
for determining the requirements is
g. = I t. ..d.
JL !J 3
3
(3.1)
or in matrix format
G = T.D = (I - N) .D (3.2)
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Dcf ini tion . Column vector G is the requirement vector, where
the ith element g. represents the tc tal number of units of part
i that must be manufactured (for assemblies) or purchased (for
details) to meet the demand set by the demand vector D.
Discussion o f the formula G = T
.
D. To calculate the require-
ment vector G with equation (3.2) it is necessary to do time
consuming inversion of (I - N). Different methods [10] have
been developed to avoid the computation of the T-matrix and to
find a faster method.
FINAL ASSEMBLIES
MAIN- ASSEMBLIES
SUB 'ASSEMBLIES
DETAIL PA&TS
Figure 3.1. Part structure diagram, all parts are
arranged in level order, but numbered
arbitrary.
N =
1 2 3 A 5 ««
r 0^
2 3 10
10
^0 3 0_,
Part No
To Figu re 3.2
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1 2 3 4 5 -*— Part No
T - E N
k
= I + N
1
+ N
2
r
1 o o o"^
5 13 10
10 10
10
1^0 3 1J
Figure 3.2. N-matrix and T-matrix of the part
structure in Figure 3.1. The' parts
are arranged in the sequence of the
part numbers and are not in level
order
.
Example . Let us assume, we know the demand for the parts shown
in Figure 3.1 and 3.2. Final assemblies, as well as other
assemblies and detail parts required as spare parts, should be
ready on a certain day. We are asked to deliver 100 units of
final assembly 1 and 30 units of final assembly A and 10 units
of sub-assembly 3. Thus:
D =
100
10
30
In the example the matrix multiplication G = T . D gives
r
1 0^
5 13 10
10 10
10
3 1
G = T.D =
J
100 100
560
10 = 110
30 30
90
J
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The vector G specifies the unit quantity of each part required
to meet the order D.
3_^_3 J? IMPLE DEMAND AND L EVEL ORDER
.
To compute the simple requirement vector G for the demand
D with the equation G = T . D, it is essential to know the total
requirement matrix T. The formula G = T . D is short and looks
very elegant, however, the computation of the T-matrix embraces
the inversion of (I - N). An average end item, such as a type-
writer or an engine holds thousands of components, and the N or
T-matrix has as many columns and rows as there are components
in the total production system. The inversion of a matrix of
this size consumes tremendous time, even on large scale com-
puters. We want to avoid the computation and storage of the
T-matrix in the computer. We compute the requirements level
by level starting with level 1 with the following equations:
Level 1: G D.
Level 2 : G, - D, + N . G
1
Level 3: G
3
= D
3
+ N G, + N 32 .
G
2
(3.3)
(3. A)
(3.5)
Level I
i
,
, tk kk=l
(3.6)
!,...,«
£+1
where 6 = max{e.|N = 0}
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Subv ec t or. The indexed vectors represent subvectors of the G
or D-vector, respectively. The subscript indicates the level
of the specific subvector, which shows the demand or the re-
quirement of this level. Vector D
,
for instance, stands for
the demand of all parts of level Z.
D =
K. 1
d
i. 2
,
.
.
d
i. u
d
2. 10
d
2 11
•
•
d
2 V
•
•
•
d
6 12
"6 13
•
•
•
K
&
> ^
^
subvec tor D
,
J
(3.7)
demand of "level-1" parts
> subvector D„
,
demand of all "level-2" parts
y subvector D
demand of all "level-6" parts
(detail parts)
The subvectors may be written in two fashions:
1. As shown above, where the subvector contains only the
elements of level I:
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\.2
I. m
(3.8)
2. Where D has as many elenents as D, but all elements
other than level I are zero.
_2\
V
r
j
>
all elements for level 1, ...,
l-l are zero.
demand of all "level-J." parts
all elements for level £+1
,
6 are zero
Explanation of equati on ( 3.6) . To satisfy the demand D of level
1 we produce G = D parts of level 1. This demand I), in turn
generates a demand of parts of a lower level, which enter into
the parts of level 1 . The required parts of level 1 is simply
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The required parts of level 2 is the sum of the demand D,
for level 2 plus all the parts of level 2 needed in level 1.
For every part j in level 1 n~ . . parts i of level 2 are
L
. i
,
l . j
required. Hence, N G parts of level 2 are necessary to
satisfy the requirements G, of level 1.
G
2 "
D
2
+ N 21 G l
The required parts of level 3 are the sum of the direct
demand D„ of "level-3" parts plus all the level-3 parts needed
to satisfy the requirement of level 1 and 2. For every part j
of level 3, n. . parts i are needed of level 1 or 2, respectively
Hence, N . G.. parts of level 3 are required to be produced
to satisfy the requirement of demand G.. of level 1, and N_-.G«
parts of level 3 are necessary to be manufactured to satisfy
the requirement G of level 2.
G
3 "
D
3
+ N 31 G l
+ N
32
G
2
For level 2,, in general, we are asked to produce the sum of
the direct demand D plus all "level-Ji" parts which are required
in level one up to and including (£-1).
G„ = D + E N...G.
* k=l
The requirement vector G is assembled from the 5 sub-
vectors G
,
as equation (3.8).
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G =
G
l
I
G xV. 6
(3.10)
PjrooJ: of equation (3.6). We show with the following proof that
the equation (3.6) for the requirement computation is identical
to formula (3.2) G = T.D. The N-matrix in level order is lower
triangular:
N„, >
Ik —
V I <_ k
V I > k
(3.11)
Hence, the equations (3.6) can he rewritten with
l-l 6 6
G„ » D '+ I N nl G, + I N„, G, = D + EN.. G.I I
, ,
£k k , „ 2,k k I ,,£kkk=l k=£ k^l (3.13)
The values of the G -vectors did not change, for the added
summands include the factors N
,
(£^k) which are all zero. We
con t inue
:
G - D + N.G ' (3. 14)
6 - N . G - D
G - (I~N) _1 .D = T.I) (3.15)
The result, equation (3.15) is identical to equation (3.2)
of section 3.2.
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Example . To illustrate the equations we calculate the require-
ments for a given demand with a part structure in three levels,
see Figure 3.3.
Demand, given with the demand vector D:
D -
r ^
D,
J
V
100
150
22
12
10
20
V* J
1 . Level
2 . Level
3. Level
Part structure, given with the next assembly matrix N:
N =
Figure 3.3. Next assembly matrix N
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Requirements t computation of the requirement vectors G v.'ith
equation (4.6):
100
150
r
10(T
150
G
2
= D
2
+ N 2lG]L
22
12
f
•»
3
1 4
2 7
2 1
100
150
300
700
1072
3 62
G
3
- D
3
+ BO + N 32 G 2
W
v
20
,
+
'5 7^
8 9
100
150
r ">
300
5 3 700
r
3160-
9 3 1072
362
5956
Re q uir erne n t s , in form of the requirement vector G, assembled
from the sub-vectors G; I = 1
, 2, 3;
G -
r s r x
100
°j
150
300
C
2
700
1072
362
516
°3
5 9 5 6
^ J
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3.4 NETTED OR EDITED DEMAND
The "netted demand" problem is an enlargement of the simple
demand problem stated in section 3.3. Ue assume the existance of
an inventory of the items demanded. The original gross require-
ments must be adjusted against the available inventory, i.e.
,
"netted." Whenever the requirement of an assembly is adjusted
against the inventory (in other words, reduced by the available
stock) the requirement for parts of a lower level will change.
The objective of "netted requirements" is to take as many items
as possible from the existing inventory.
3.41 Giffler's appr oach
Giffler [13] formalized the netted demand problem with a
linear programming program. He calculated first the gross re-
quirements (or as we called it in section 3.3 the simple re-
quirements, G) for all parts, independent of their level status;
and then reduced gross requirements via the linear programming
method by the available inventory.
The ob ject func tion to be maximized is formulated as:
n n
F(X) I Ex
i=l j=l
.
t
.
.
3 ij
(3.16)
where x. is the amount of part j taken from the inventory. F(X)
J
is the total quantity of all parts which are taken from the
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available inventory. The factor t. . stands for the ith element
lj
of the total requirement matrix T. The constraints for all the
x.'s are given by two sets of matrix equations:
X < A (3.17)
T.X<G with G = T.D (3.18)
where X is the column vector, representing the inventory supply,
with x. as the j th element, the quantity of part j taken from
the inventory. The first constraint (3.17) insures that the
inventory supply x. never exceeds the available inventory a..
j J
We cannot reduce the inventory by more than what is available.
The second constraint (3.18) insures that the total quantity
of part j which was produced in the manufacturing of X will not
exceed G = T . D.
3 .4 2 Loewncr's approach [27]
The technique in section 3.42 requires the computation of
the matrix T and the G-vector, connected by a linear program.
To avoid the substantial calculations of ther.e matrices and the
linear program, we work with the N-matrix in leve] order. To
supply the demand with as many items as possible from the
existing inventory, the netting operation will be started with
the final assemblies, continuing with the next lower Level, and
so on, going down level by leve]. The following sections basically
use Lo ewne r * s ideas [27].
3 . A3 De fin it ions
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For this and the following section, the computation of
the netted requirements, we use the following notations.
The available finished parts, the inventory , are rep-
resented by the availability vector, A, where the element a.
shows the number of parts i available from stock. The original
available stock will be denoted with A , and the remaining
available stock after reduction or the netting operation will
be called A . Note, the superscripts (0) or (1) indicate
the stage of the inventory vector, and will always be enclosed
by parentheses. The exponents are written without parentheses,
2 2
such as (N) or N .
The requirements before the netting operation are called
^ross requirements and are denoted with the Column vector G.
If no inventory would be available, these quantities g. have to
be produced
.
The requirement, that is to be manufactured, is represented
with the edited or n ette d require ment vector R. The element r.
of this column vector gives the number of parts i that have to
be fabricated to cover the demand D.
In all vectors the parts are arranged in level order . The
whole column vector is split into 6 subvectors V , where V
defines the demand, inventory, and requirements, respectively,
of level I. The total number of levels is given with 6, and m
6
x
denotes the number of parts in level I. Note, that E m, = n
,
k=l k
is the total number of parts in the system.
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3. 44 Mathemat ical fo rmulat ion
We use the same basic idea and equations of section 3.3.
The requirements are computed in the same way, level by level,
as the sum of the direct demand plus the indirect demand re-
quired in parts of higher level (lower level number). Every
time we evaluated the gross requirements for one level £, we
reduce this quantity by the available inventory A . Then we
continue with the next lower level (£+1). This method yields
the correct quantity of parts to be produced. In the lower
level (£+1), only the quantities of the sub-assemblies required
for the netted requirements of level I will be considered and
eventually manufactured. We state:
Level 1 : R = {D } A
Level 2: R
2
= { D + N R } A
2
Level 3 {D + N R- + M 32 R 2 > A„
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
Level ft, R
£
- {D
£
+ N
£1
R
±
+ N £2 R 2 + ... + * %
R^} A
£
V.
d j r e c t
demand D
V
y
indirect
demand I
J y J
available
inventory
k.
gross requirement G
J
^
—
Y
net re qui re men t R
J
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In general we write
5,-1
k=l
(3.22)
V *= 1, . . . , 5
Jl+1
where 6 = max{S,| N = 0}
The diminish symbol is defined as
aGb=-<a-b if a>b
if a < b
(3.23)
Block diagram. The practical application and computation of
equation (3.22) is schematically illustrated with the block
diagram in Figure 3.6. For the computer calculation of the
netted requirement we choose technique two , see equation (3.9).
Every subvector V has as many elements as the vector V, only
that all elements other than from the indicated level I are
zero. A similar notation is introduced for the N-matrix. The
submatrix N of the N-matrix has the same number of rows and
columns as the N-matrix, only all rows other than that of level
H are zero rows. Figure 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate the explanation.
The requirement vector R expands with each step by one level
as it is computed. At the start of step I , vector R contains
only elements in level-1 upto and including (£-1), and only
zero-elements in the levels I to 6. At the end of step i the
vector is increased by the new elements in the level I.
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Vt
o
o
\ ELEMENTS Or LEVZ-L /, 2} .. ;(£'!)
J
\\ ELEMENTS OF LEVEL £
Wm
\ ELEMENTS OF LEVEL t+l ) ^2) •-• , 8
Figure 5,4. Subvector Ve of vector V-
N,-
all rows
f-
of level 1j2j ...j ?-l
Oil TOY
of Level £
Oil rows of level e+lje*2,",S
columns of colurnns of
Level Jj2j../-1 Level C, e-J, ...,£
Figure 3.5. Submatrix Ne of N- matrix
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START WITH LEVEL 1
SET C--1
SET T: ECU. VECTOR /? =
1
;- START
COMPUTE
F = D-A
or
fi.l •c/|.i - o.u Viee,l
3
COMPUTE
OF. //v T)i-—/\li_
+
r
c
"
=r
!:..
U J L * J
r «.
' i.i
*,j=0
;
1
-> J
o// previous levels
y level i
eu > o
1
e,v <0
SroCK" TOC SMALL.
riJ
m %.i
a™~0
NET REQUIREMENT
REMAINING STOCK
AFTER NFTTINQ
V
stock > Request
T
ii
m °
M
o
.
= - e,
.
*><£
\
LOWER LEVEL
{t + i)
6 WAS THE LAST LEVEL
WITH MAX, /.£^£V NO.
S . A/£7" REQU. VECTOR.
R IS COMPLETED
Figure 3. G. Elockdiagram for netted requirements
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3.5 REORDER DEMAND [27]
This section presents a refinement of the simple require-
ments with available inventory, shown in section 3. A. The in-
ventory is designed to keep stock available, whenever possible,
and to give orders to production (for assemblies) and to pur-
chasing (for detail parts and raw material) when the inventory
stock falls under a certain level. The order-releasing stock level
is called a "reorder point". All demands or requirements from
the s ales
f
orecas t are covered from inventory if possible. The
production replentishes the inventory whenever necessary with
the following procedure.
Review [ 35 ] . This refined reorder system, usually called the
"Q-system", is designed for the dynamic inventory problem under
risk with two features: 1) there is a number of orders possible
for the future and 2) there is a known probability distribution of
future demand. This control system has a fixed order size q and
a varying order period p. Whenever the stock in the inventory
falls to a certain minimal level, an order is automatically
placed for the predetermined fixed amount q. The specified
minimum level - the reorder point k - is based on the time lag
between order and delivery of the item. The calculations for
the reorder point k and the reorder quantity q are given by M.
Starr and I). Miller [ 35 J .
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Time in the general model is continuous. However, our model
working with planning periods of a certain length, requires
discrete units for time.
I
0.1
-J
RECSBEZ
POINT
OKDER POINT
Figure 3.7. Relation of inventory usage, reorder and time for
the Q-system. The index i stands for part i. In
this Figure the demand rate is assumed to be con-
stant for one order period. This is done for the
sake of an easier understanding. The demand rate
can fluctuate over the time.
Definition . We denote as K the vector of the reorder point,
with the (i)th element k. as the reorder point of part i. Q
is defined as the vector of the order q u an tit y , where the (i)th
element q. represents the order quantity of part i.
Al gori thm. The previous algorithm of the netted requirement
in section 3. A is changed slightly. Without a detailed explan-
ation we show the modified block diagram in Figure 3.8 and refer
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START WITH LBVBL 1
SET 2 = 1
set neQu.vEcron R*
MET r.:'Cjl REMSM
Rfi/4A/A//Mj STOCK
COMPUTE
COl'PJTc
CJ
-c
o"
l O j
CO
c
T
I
C
"
6 J
+
"-;
.
"<; *c
fry La" previa"j •'- -
o
W '
e,,<o
rv -
<...
<-V^
0<e,, </.-.,
Lmt
-J
aw. cw ni:0ZD?ii? yr,
r • - +e..
'*•' A../ t./
//VK « EMPTY
t<% ? = &
c\o TO NHXT
LOWEK LEvT-L
(£+ i)
i THZ L
WITH MAX r > .
R i. P.
Figure "5.8. Blocked for i y require*
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for an explanation to section 3.5 and Figure 3.7 for all the
needed details.
3.6 TIME-DEPENDENT REQUIREMENTS [27]
The time-dependent requirement problem is a refinement of
the simple requirement problem with inventory. It considers
the makespan to manufacture each part i and determines the
requirements for a demand which is given for several planning
periods. The demand for a number of time periods t for all
parts i is predetermined by management. Here, the question arises
when should the production of part i be started, such that the
demand can be satisfied at any given time t.
3.61 Definitions
Demand . The demand of the market, forecasted for a certain
number of future planning periods is represented in a demand
matrix D. Similar to the column vector D of simple demand,
each column in the D-matrix stands for one planning period.
The (it)th element d of D reflects the demand of part i
in the planning period t. Time interval t in connection with
the demand matrix D, will always be the "latest possible com-
pletion time interval".
1?
TIME
* 1 Z
D -
_^ —
.
.
i , !
I drt]
t
LJ I I j
•*- PART I
Figure 3.9. Demand matrix D.
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Re qui re men t . The time-dependent requirements are given in the
requirement matrix R. The element r
.
represents the quantity
. i
,
t
of part H . i required to start to be produced within the planning
(c)period t. The quantity r n . has to fulfill the demand d. . ,,1
'
J i.i
,
t J2..1, t+b
(s)
of part £.i and the requirements r, for the parts of
k. , l , t+ b .
x
level 1 to (£-]) of planning period (t+b .). The letter b
X • 1 X • 1
stands for the manufacturing make span of part I
.
i . The time
interval t used in connection with the requirement matrix R
indicates the "latest possible starting time interval'.'
( s )For completeness we define here the sub-matrix R. and
(c)
R of the net requirement matrix R. Similar to the N-
submatrix, both have the same dimensions (size) and the same
elements as the R-matrix, except all elements not of level I
(s)
are zero elements. Sub-matrix R A = R„ contains all net re-
i a
quirements of level I to be started at the Indicated time period
t. The superscript "s" stands for "start". The sub-rant rix R, (c)
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contains all the net requirements of level I to be completed
at the indicated time period t. The letter "c" stands for
(s ) ( c)
"completion". Sub-matrix R = R is obtained from the R
matri (c)x by individual left shifting of every element r
p
. by
i.
. .
The interpretation of t
&
. i , t r
he sub-matrices G, (s) and G, (c)
is similar.
3. 62. Elements o f the D-R transformation
The problem to determine the requirements R from the given
demand D can be seen as a transformation of the D-matrix into
the R-matrix. This transformation is constrained by the following;
1. Direct demand D
A/
2. Indirect demand of lower-level-parts in higher-level-
parts
E N„
,
R,
k=l
Netting process reduces the calculated gross require-
ments against an available inventory.
Set-back: The time difference between start and com-
pletion of production, where the completion time is
(c)given within the D and/or R -matrix, and the start
(s)
time is computed in the R or the R -matrix.
Dependency of the time-difference b . from the
production quantity r (c)
fc.i
Vi - <:\>
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5/f
y-»2 l_
COMPLETION TIME.
PLANNING PERIODS 1
1 2 5 k 5 6 7
ft
V*
—
i
I r.
START TIME
PLANNING PERIODS f
oj 2 5 4 567
A/AP/CE7 - DEMAND
R* t-'
f 1 1 i LfiHP
« rEf— *;-
:
-j
make span b;* , b ; *
Sei-bpck
\- \___^ / P&OI>UCT/OM-REaL/lREM£r\/Tfi
Figure 3.10. Transformation of D-matrix into R-rnatrix.
As with simple demand, in section 3.2, we compute here the
time dependent requirements level by level, with increasing
level number. Within each level the following steps are applied
3.62 .1 Direct demand
Direct demand was defined as tbe quantity of parts which
are directly delivered to the customer. This quantity does not
include the consumption of lower-level parts in higher-level
parts. The direct demand can be read from the demand matrix D.
3.62.2 Indirect demand
The direct demand of part i in turn creates an "indirect"
demand for s ub- assetnb lies which are needed to assemble part i.
To determine the demand for parts at any level, the complete
structural information on each level in the manufacturing process
is needed. This information is given by the N-matrix. For the
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computation of the indirect demand we apply formula (3.6) of the
simple demand.
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level £
1,-0
1
2
= N21 . Rl
1
3
= N 31 . Rl + N 32 R 2
1
4 "
N41' R1
+ N 42 R 2 + N 43' R 3
i-1
v
E/^- Rkk=l V I - 1,. . . ,6 (3.24)
For the calculation of the indirect demand of level-2. parts in
level-k parts (k = 1, 2, ... I - 1) the netted and set-back
(s)
requirement quantities of R, (k = 1, 2, .. I - 1) must be
used. It is noted here, that the direct and indirect demand will
be calculated together at any level % , as done in section 3.4
with equation (3.6):
G
(C)
= D
(C)
l l
l-l
G ^\ = D < c > + J N ^. Ri < s >I I . . JLk kk=l V I = 2, . . , 6
(3.15)
(3.26)
3.62.3 Avail able i n ventory "on hand "
If there are parts available in stock, the requirements will
be taken from this stock, i.e. netted against stock. The ob-
jective of this calculation is to use as many items as possible
from the available stock. Whenever the requirements are netted
against the available inventory, the requirements for parts at a
lower level change. To reach the goal (to use as many items as
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possible from the available stock) and to avoid a cumbersome
recalculation of the requirements for parts of lower levels, the
netting operation is started at the highest level, at level 1,
going down level by level.
The adjusting of the requirements against the available
inventory has to be performed just after the calculation of
(c)gross requirements G for level I has been completed. The gross
requirements are reduced by the available inventory, starting
with the earliest existing (or most urgent) requirements quan-
tity, i.e,, the left most requirement quantity g . , going
step by step into the future periods g^
^
± fc+1 , g £ ^ ± fc+2
, ...
and so on, till the inventory is exhausted. The netting operation
of level I is completed when all parts £.i have been adjusted
against the on hand stock.
We extend the meaning of the diminish symbol in
equation (3.23) and formulate the above stated algorithm with:
k=l t
(3.27)
where the extended diminish symbol stands for the time-
t
depending procedure of this section. The block diagram in
Figure 3.11 shows the main idea of the algorithm to generate
the netted requirements with an on hand in vent or v.
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JtfPUTj
(jFOSS K£Q.U//ZeM£i-JTS
CF LZVEl ? r Cc>
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ON HAND Of IBVBl £
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COMPUTE
<0
^,y-o
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QO TO .UEXT TcfilcD lilj
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\^j\/(~trro pJi avv; ilasl£
t <(., i*tmox
CO To NEXT
PC- R i C D(t-ti)
a
Jef
l.i
(I)
a IS SURPLUS
WHICH IS NCI
NEEDED IN
THIS NvTTinq
pKoerLS-
NiTliM^ OF
PART i & I
COrir-lBTED.
]
<i,,r 9:.ii
-a
*.)i
<, t -
HBTTItJq FOR pa r r i c c
COMPLETED
,
FCR.
INVEKTOfVf 1^> BM'tTy',
t sa t /r-, a x
HETTi'W CF
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COHTl-ZTlzD
CjC To Trfir
fJLzxT PART
(i-rl)£ e
Figure 3.11 . Blockdiocram for netting witty "on tyand" inventory.
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3.62
.
A Ava i lable invent ory "on orde r"
In the previous section 3.62.3 we considered only parts which
are completed and "on hand" in a regular stock. The unfinished
parts in process and on order have been neglected. In the com-
plete requirements situation all these parts have to be included
in the computation. These parts are available in a certain future
period. The parts in process (manufactured in the own plant)
and on order (ordered detail parts from a vendor) are called
"on order" quantities, in contrast to the "on hand" inventory.
The on order analysis supplies, for every undelivered order
(internal or external) of a part i, the expected due date t and
the quantity a.. This information can efficiently be stored in
an availability matrix A, where the (it)th element a repre-
sents the quantity of part i due to be available in the time
period t. The due date t lies within the time period t. Con-
veniently, we define the first column t - of the A-matrix as
the "on hand" inventory, and is identical to the A-vcctor of
section 3.62.3. The time period t =0 represents the present
planning period.
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TIME IN pLANNWCj PERIODS
12 2^5
A -
ft:
on- HAND INVENTORY-
COMPLETED -PARTS
IN STOCK
Y~
ON-0nDER INVENTOPV
PAR 15 E.yPECTED TO BE COMPLETED (INTERNAL
ORDEPS) 0» DELIVERED CEXTcRNAL OHDEPs)
IN PLANNING FER/OD t IN GlIIANTITY ct £
Figure 3.12. Availability-matrix A
The idea of the on order inventory changes the netting procedure.
The gross requirements g
(c)
I. i
,
t
of period t will be adjusted
t-1
(1)
against the surplus inventory E a . from period up to and
t=0 ' » *
(0)including (t - 1) plus the on order inventory of period t, a .
This can be stated with the diminish symbol of equation (3.23):
r
(c)
= *
(c)
{
t
Z
1
a
(1)
+ a
(0)
} (3.28)
or eliminating g:
l.i.t {dU,t + ^"i.i.k.j rk.j,t } G { t f
a Ui,x" a *.i,t }
Vjek (3.29)
whereby the remaining of "surplus" inventory is given with
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£.i,t £.i,t £i,t r'£i,t (3.30)
The modified block diagram is displayed in Figure 3.13.
3.62.5 Set-back
The make span is the time difference between the start event
and the completion event. It includes the operation periods of:
paperwork preparation, set-up-time on the facility, run-time on
the facility, and safty-time span. The completion event is given
as the quantities d. of part i in the period t in the demand
x , t
matrix D. The start time t has to be determined from the demand
matrix D and the make span B to construct the desired requirement
matrix R. The make span b. is always represented as an integer
multiple of the planning period unit we have chosen. The com-
putation operation using the make span to determine the start
date is called "set-back", for it shifts the necessary manu-
facturing operations from the future completion event back toward
the current time period.
3.62.6 Quantity de pendency of the set back
Ca se JL_, quantity inde pen dent of make span . Assuming the
make span is approximately equal for all quantities, within a
certain range, the whole row I . i of part I . i is shifted by the
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make span b„ . to the left, toward the current time period.r I. 1 r
For intermit ant manufacturing with relatively constant lot size,
generally all consumed parts have approximately the same set
back, independent of the quantity to be produced. This is, of
course, not true for flow production.
C_a_s_e 2
,
quan tity dependent upon mak e span . Diving into a
more accurate but much more elaborate computation, we assume
that the make-span is dependent of the quantity r . to be
manufactured. In this case every quantity r . of part £.i
in the time period t has to be shifted individually for i and t
to the left. A very good approximation of the make span is the
assumption that it is a linear function of the required quantity
.(c)
or the manufactured quantity r:
.
. We stat
*> < X , t
£.1 JL.i £.i £.1 (3. 32)
and determine with
'*..!
u l
. i
*.i
*.i =
the make span or lead time in time units,
the quantity independent constant; this time
period includes the time for preparation, set-up
on the facilities, and a saf ty - t ime-s pan
.
the run time of one part i of level I on the
facilities
,
the index £ . i indicates the lth part, arranged
in level £
.
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Starting with the smallest t, where a positive d . or
(c)
_,.. _,„ , ..(c)
I. i, t
shows up al d
. ^ or r
N *"' are shifted individually
X. . i , t
for every part £.i and time t to the left, from t to (t-b .),
(c)for the make span b. . . is a function of r „ . itself.
ft
.
i
,
t I . i , t
In the case that a left shifted r
(c)
(c) from the perioi
.1, t
±
t.. meets with another r . from the time period t„ in the
(c) (c)
same time period t„
,
r.
.
and r n ' are not added together.A.i.t- £. i , t„ &
This event uses the following concept: For t.. < t„ the quantity
(c)
r. . will be shifted additionally to the left by b „ . to
£ . l , t. J J JL.i , t-
the time period (t
n
- 2 . b. ). The reason for this concept
1 x . l ,
t
1
is the assumed quantity dependent make span. To avoid an over-
load of the production, we start to produce this lot earlier.
See Figure 3.14.
1
\° i. < ia •iirne "t
_ 1
r
cc)
pari P,i
±f^-o^ h^ o
hQ
-''ik. }
se.T BAC'sZ
average load of
facility rr, ivlilp
part £.i
TIME. IN PL^h't/INQ
P&KlODS
Figure 3.14. Set back and facility load.
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3.63 The D-R transformation
After describing all the main elements of the transformation
separately, we consider nov7 the total computation of the time-
dependent requirement. We will explain the procedure here in
detail for any level I .
We start with the final assemblies, with level number 1,
to make the computation of the indirect and of the netted re-
quirement as economic as possible.
We consider level I. For each production period t the sum
of the direct demand D plus the indirect demand for higher
"- 1 (s)level parts Z N . R is calculated. Remember that for the
= 1
calculation of the indirect demand of "level-t" parts in higher
level parts (k = 1 , 2 , .. £ - 1), the netted, and set-back
(s)quantities of R, are used. An inventory reduces the gross
Z-l(c) (c) (s)
requirements G = D + E N . . R, to the net requirements
(c) k=1
R the quantities necessary to be manufacture or to be ordered.
(c)The net requirements R are determined according to the algorithm
of section 3. 62. A. With the diminish symbol of equation (3.23)
we state:
l-l , x t-1
r
(c)
_
,.(c)
i.i,t - { Vi,t + Jk
Vjek
( s) , n f7 fl (D (o)n... ..r,
. .
j { I a . + a
. }
x
I . i ,k
.
j
k.j,t
tm Q £ . i , t J.i,t
J
(3. 33)
(c)The time period t, in which the net requirements i" . stand,
' I . l
,
t
represent, for this lot, the latest possible conplH Lon t Lme.
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To manufacture item il.i, requires at least b
. planning periods,
the make span. Hence, all parts I . i arc shifted individually
b
.
units to the left, i.e. closer to the current planning period
t = 0, from the period t to (t - b .). With this set-back
At « 1
procedure we develop the sub-matrix R (s)
Rp = SET-BACK (R, ) (3.34)
In the case the set-back is to be assumed quantity dependent,
the make span must first be calculated individually for every
part I . i and time t, according to the rules in section 3.62.6
and then the set-back operation performed.
With the set-back operation level I has been completed, and
the same steps are now applied on the next lower level (£+1)
.
The computation procedure for the requirement quantities, the
netting operation, the make span, the set-back operation and
the lotting is shown in Figure 3.15.
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A. OPTIMAL LOT SIZE
A company produces many parts to meet a given market demand
D for several future periods. The production has to fulfill the
requirements R for each part. The available production hours of
each machine, the time it takes to manufacture each required
part, the cost for each set-up and the costs of carrying an in-
ventory are known. The problem is to determine the lot size for
each individual part so that the production requirements are met
and the combined costs of manufacturing and inventory are mini-
mized
.
4.1 EXAMPLE [41]
The optimal lot size problem is illustrated with a simple
example. The requirements of a single part are described by the
cumulated requirement function; see Figure 4.1. The horizontal
axis represents the planning periods in months, the vertical
axis shows the cumulative requirements which have been calculated
with the algorithm of Chapter 3.
At the end of February there is, according to Figure 4.1,
an accumulated requirement for 30 parts, by the end of March
there is an accumulated requirement of 40 parts, by the end of
April 65 parts, and so on. The graph shows two possible pro-
duction plans to meet the given requirements. The first plan
specifies that 80 parts are made in January and 40 parts in
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April. All requirencnts are met with two set-ups for the total
planning period of six months. The second plan indicates a pro-
duction of 30 parts in January, 10 parts in February, 25 parts
in March, 35 parts in April, and 20 parts in May. The require-
ments will be met with 5 set-ups in t!ie total planning period
of six months. Both of the production plans meet the given
requirements. Plan 1 requires two set-ups, whereas plan 2 in-
volves five set-ups. Each set-up creates costs, not only the
setting up of the machines in the workshop, but also the necessary
paper work. It is clear that the first plan generates less
set-up costs than plan 2. On the other hand each part produced
for a latter period of usage has to be stored in an inventory.
W TOTAt- VL/xNNUJq II . '. L
CUMULATIVE
REQU/REMEMT %',
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Figure 4,1, Market demand nnd production plan-.
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Each inventory has to be maintained and, hence, generates costs.
Plan 1 requires a larger inventory and creates more carrying
costs than plan 2.
Considering both, inventory and set-up costs, which of the
two plans represents the pattern with the lower costs? Further-
more, does either of these two plans represent the most economic
plan?
4.2 O PTI HAL LOT SIZE MODEL WITH NON-CONSTANT DEMAND AND SE VERAL
PARTS
Let us consider a manufacturing company that produces many
parts to meet a certain given set of requirements. The plan
for the future production periods has to be established and the
economic lot size for every part has to be determined. The
requirements of each part fluctuates from one period to another.
The following data are known:
- the normal available production time n of each machiner
'nit
(facility) m in each production period t. The "normal"
machine capacity n includes only the time for the normalr J
'mt
production level;
- the maximal available production time
<J>
.
of. each machiner mt
m in each production period t; the "maximal" machine
capacity cf> includes the normal available production
time n and the overtime. In mathematical terms we
'mt
write: n < i> and call (<J> . - n fc ) the maximal
'mt-- Y mt rat 'mt
available overtime of period t on machine m.
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- the manufacturing time (run-time) for each single part
i on a certain machine m, t,lm
- the set-up time for each part i on the specific machine
m , a
.
' lm
- the cost of each set-up, for part i on machine m, c. , andr r 1 m
- the cost of carrying a part i in the inventory, pc. , where
p denotes the carrying costs expressed as a percentage of
the value of the stored item c. for the total planning
period.
The problem is to determine the order quantities or the lot size
x for each individual part, so that the requirements are met and
the combined costs of set-up, inventory and overtime minimized
over all parts.
The formulation of the lot-size problem includes as a special
case the conventional economic lot-size formula. nn abundance of
facilities, that is machines and labor, enables one to plan for
each part separately. The additional restriction, demand per
time period is constant, leads to the conventional economic lot
size f o rmula
.
4 . 21 M at he ma t ical st atement of th_e problem [ A 1 ]
A . 2 1 . 1 Re quirement ( or m a_r ke t denn nd) re s t r i c t ions
The manufacturing company produces I parts i on the M avail-
able machines m. We are asked to plan for the T future planning
periods t. The requirements r, of each part i and each planning
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period t are given. We must determine the quantity x. of part
i that is to be manufactured in the period t, and call x, theit
lot size or order quantity. We shall use the cumulative require'
ment and the cumulative order quantities to develop the mathe-
matical formulation of the problem. The cumulative requirements
for the part i from t = up to and including period t are
denoted by p , the cumulative order quantities for part i are
expressed with y. . In mathematical terms we write:t A it
it
t
I r
k =
ik (4.1)
x it
t
I x
k =
ik (A. 2)
The production plan must meet the given requirements. This
means that the cumulative order quantities must be larger or not
less than the cumulative requirements. This restriction can be
expressed by the inequality:
X it ^ p it
(4.3)
Xjt u ? . { CUMULATIVEORDER QUANVTY'Z-. /i
CUMULATIVE
REQUIREMENT5 p;±
TIME IN
,
j p^ VLANNlNq PERIOD t
Figure 4.4. Relation between requirements and production
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4 ._2 1_. 2_ Mad tine restrictions
The production plan must stay within the available machine
capacities 6 ^. To satisfy this restriction we need to deter-1 m t J
mine the machine time required by the production plan. The
production of a single part i on machine m needs t. hours. Tor or lin
manufacture part i on the machine m the machine has to be pre-
pared for this production and we denote with a. the set-up timer r lm '
Compute how large a load is imposed on machine m producing a lot
of part i. The quantity x . . requires t. x. + a. hours to be
1 it lm it lm
manufactured on machine m. If we do not fabricate any part in
this period, x
. ,_
= 0. The previous formula would tell us that
1 it
the machine load for x, = is o
. , which is incorrect. Thereit lm
is no need for setting up the machine, if we do not manufacture
any single part. Consequently we need a qualifying statement:
Machine load = if x. = 0. The machine load of machine m byit
part i is expressed with:
machine load
T.x.^+o. ... ifx. >0
l m 1 1 i m it
... if x. =
1
1
To put these two lines into a single statement, we introduce a
switch or "unit function u(x)". The unit function u(x) Is de-
fined as:
u(x) -
1 for x >
for x -
(4.4)
The graph of the unit function u(x) is shown in Figure 4 . 5
.
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Figure 4.5. Unit function u(x).
With the introduction of the unit function u(x) we simplify the
statement of the machine load and write:
machine load = {t. x., + o. ,u(x. )} .lmit l
m
xt
For the total required time, h - on machine m in the planningn
' rat r
period t, all parts i processed on the machine m, must be con-
sidered.
h =Et.x. + Eo. u(x. )
mt , in it . i m it
i i
(A. 5)
The machine load h associated with our production plan must
mt
stay within the available machine capacity $ .. The following
inequality must hold:
machine load < machine capacity
h <
<f>mt — mt
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Ex. x. + Eo . u(x. ) < <b
.
lin it . x m it — rat
l l
(A. 6)
Equation (A. 3) assures that the production plan meets the re-
quirements (and with this the market demand) and equation (A. 5)
that the production plan is within the available machine capacity
A production plan fulfilling these two necessary conditions is
a feasible production plan. The feasible plan is not necessarily
the o_p_tiraal production plan, i.e. the plan generating the lowest
cos ts .
A. 21. 3 Inventory cost
The production plan specifies that a cumulative quantity of
y.„ parts is manufactured in the period t, where as there areit r '
only p . parts required. All these ( x • .. ~ P . .. ) extra parts pro-fit n it it
duced in period t for a later usage have to be stored, what
requires maintenance of an inventory, which in turn creates costs
To carry an inventory of (x-
t
.~P.-) units of part i in the period
t generates (x.^~P- )pc. inventory costs in period t. We call:it it ^ x r
PC
the cost of each part i,
the carrying cost of each part i for one
period t
,
and
the total inventory cost.
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The total inventory carrying costs are obtained by adding the
inventory cost of each individual part i for each period t. V.'e
s tate :
C
I
=
J I
pC
i (x it- p it )
x t
P.E =c
± (xlt -P lt )
(4.7)
4.21.4 Set-up cost
Set-up cost refers to the cost of changing over the pro-
duction process to manufacture the required part i. Every set
up of a machine for a different lot generates costs. We denote
with :
c. = the set-up costs of manufacturing part i on machinelm ' ° "
'
m, and
C = the total set-up costs, which are calculated with:
s
v '
C=IEEc..u(x.) (4.8)
s . lm it
i m t
We note, there is not more than one set-up per planning period
t and per machine m for a specific part i.
4.21.5 Overtime cost
The required machine load h must stay within the "maximal"
mt
machine capacity (f> , as stated in section 4.21.2. The production
mt
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rime outside the normal machine capacity n is punished with
mt
additional costs, the overtime costs. The overtime {h n }
m t m t
on machine m generates in period t overtime costs of
{h G n
..
} . c
. p , where:mt mt m
m
P -
the normal production costs per hour of machine m,
and
the overtime costs expressed as a percentage of nor
mal production costs per hour c .
m
The total overtime costs C„ for all machines m and all
time periods t is given with:
Cn « I Z{h . n .} c pU mt Bit m
m t
(A. 9)
p Z I {[T.\. x_ + la. . u(x. )] n fc } c
. i m 1 1 . l m it mt m
m t i l
(A. 10)
4.2 1.6 Total cos
t
Adding up inventory, set-up and overtime costs we obtain
the total costs for our production plan:
total C ! + S + C
P
J
^.(x lt -P lt ) + J T. ic »(X J +
i t i m t
+ p I I [T.i. x. + la, . u(x.)] 8 n ,) c
. i m i t . im it ut i
m t i i
('..1 1)
4. 22
_
Summary of t h e ma the ma t i c a 1 st ate men t
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i.) x it > P it Vt and Vi
with
(A. 12)
p . _ = E r.. Vt and ViXt k=0 ik
(4.13)
X- „ - Ex.. V t and V iXt k-0 lk
(4.14)
2.) h <
<f>mt — mt
Vt and Vm
with
(A. 15)
i = Zi . . x . ^ + Eo . u . M_mt , lm it . in it
l i
(A. 16)
3.) u it
if x. _ =it
1 if x. >
i t
(4.17)
Obiectivc function
C
_
. - pE Ec.(x.
-P. ) + E E Ec. . u . fc + pE E{h n }c (4.18)total
. i Aitit . L lm it r _ mt mt mit l m t m t
v; i t h
(h n .) =
mt mt
"(h - n ) if h > n
mt mt mt mt
» if h . < n *.mt — mt
(4.19)
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The problem is to acquire the set of x. A that we minimize the
total cost equation (4.18) subject to the inequalities (4.12) and
(4.15). This optimization problem is a special case of a linear
programming problem, for it includes the unit or indicator
function u(x), and can be solved with a "mixed-integer-linear
programming" method. For the algorithm to solve this problem
we refer to R. Gomory : "An algorithm for the mixed integer
problem", Rand Report P-1885, June 23, 1960; and G. Dantzig:
"On the significance of solving linear programming problems
with some integer variables", Econometrica
,
Vol. 28, 1, Jan.
1960.
4 . 2 3 Remarks
To realize the magnitude of the problem, we consider a
realistic example. Assume we produce I = 500 parts i on M = 50
machines m and our total planning interval is T = 10 planning
periods t
.
Unkn own . In our system we have I = 500 unknowns in each of the
10 planning periods, that is a total of I.T = 500 . 10 = 5000
unknowns in the total system. From the practical viewpoint, the
increasing of the number of unknown x. with the number of planning
periods (for a fixed total planning interval) results in a more
accurate computation and control of the total cost.
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Equations . Equation (4.14) relates the cumulative order
quantities y
. *.
t0 tne order quantities x. . Equation (4.14) has
to be written for each part i and each production period t.
This means, equation (4.14) represents I.T = 500 . 10 = 5000
equations. Similar equation (4.12) represents once more
I.T. = 500 . 10 = 5000 equations. The condition for staying
within the maximal machine capacity ^ is given by equation
(4.15) and is valid for each of the M machines m and each of
the T production periods t. Equation (4.15) stands for M.T.
- 50 . 10 = 500 inequalities. The total cost equation (4.18)
contains of three sums. The first sum contains I.T = 500 . 10 =
5000, the second sum I. M.T. = 500 . 50 . 10 = 25,000, and the
third sum M.T = 50 . 10 = 500 terms. We gain a total of 30,500
terms
.
In summary we have 5,000 unknowns , 10,500 inequalities and
an objective function with 30,500 terms. These large numbers
result from the interaction of all parts i, however, in practice,
many of the enumberated terms will be zero and thus reduce the
predicted theoretical magnitude of the problem.
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5. SCHEDULING FOR JOB AND LOT PRODUCTION
The problem of scheduling of job -shop-type production
allows no precise mathematical solution when viewed from an
economical viewpoint. We show in this chapter, that the method
of assembly-f low-s die duling can be extended to include job-
shop-type scheduling, if we do not insist on an exact solution
for this problem.
5.1 SCHEDULING WITH THE GANTT CHART
One of the most common tools used to plan a schedule is the
Gantt chart. This is a diagram representation, showing the start
and completion time of either the successive articles which are
processed by each machine or the successive machine which pro-
cess each article. The idea of this chart is simple. The
horizontal axis represents the time axis, divided into planning
periods of suitable length. Each line in the chart represents
a certain machine group, labor class or article. The article
Gantt chart shows the successive facilities or machines which
process each article or part. Each row represents a certain
article. The facility Gantt chart, which is much more common,
displays the successive articles or parts which are processed
by each of the involved facilities. Every line stands for a
certain facility, machine or labor group.
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Example [40 ] . We shall illustrate the idea of the Gantt chart
with an example, see Figure 5.2. The horizontal axis describes
time in manufacturing periods. On the vertical axis, four
different facility groups are indicated, each refering to a
particular machine or machine group.
Operation sheet of Part A. :
Ope ration
No.
Facility
No.
Es timated
Time
(uni ts
)
Operation sheet of Part A»
:
Operation
No.
Facili ty
No.
Es timated
Time
(units
1
2
3
6
11
4
Operation sheet of Part A„:
Operation
No.
Facility
No.
Estimated
Time
(units
3.
2
3
6
7
10
Figure 5,1. Operation sheets of part A., k^ , and A_
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Part A, must, according to the operation sheet, Figure 5.1, be
manufactured on facility 1, then 3 and finally on facility 2.
The third lot of this part A is shown in the Gantt chart and has
been scheduled according to the operation sheet and the available
time on the facilities.
Part A 9 runs through tree operations in the sequence of facilities
3, 4 and 1. The scheduling of this part creates no difficulty.
We have to schedule the start of the first operation just after
the completion of the first part A.. Between each of the opera-
tions there is a delay or waiting time, until the next operation
can be started.
For Part A„ the situation is different. The operation sheet
requires the facility sequence of 4, 3, and 2. Every time the
lot is finished on one of the machines (machine A or 3) the lot
has to wait a certain time for the following operation, since
the machine required is occupied by another lot of part A., or A.
;
.
As long as all the lots are finished at the required com-
pletion day, there is no reason to change this pattern. In many
manufacturing companies it is customary to prepare charts in
advance similar to the one shown in Figure 5.2. They are used for
any kind of planning purposes. One begins by setting up the
shipping dates and then works "backwards". So a complete chart
for the future is prepared. Every time a certain operation is
completed, the foreman consults the chart and determines wh '
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specific lot is to be taken on the machine. In case the lot is
not available he knows the lot is late and he takes corrective
actions
.
;
2
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TIME IN PLANNWCj PERIODS
Figure 5.2. Gantt chart.
cJltlri-P- C!L-owinp; to delayed lots [403. Suppose we look at the
Gantt chart this morning and try to determine what operations
should be performed. We observe that we were on schedule up to
today. The three indicated operations according to the Gantt
chart were performed, as shown in Figure 5.2. At this moment
we receive the information, that the next lot of part A 2 has
not yet arrived and hence the first operation on the lot of k^
cannot be performed.
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Knowing, that this lot of part A~ will not arrive in the
near future we change the plan; we perform the second operation
of the lot of part A on facility 3. We perform also operation
L „ according to the original plan. After the lot L is com-
pleted the delayed lot of A„ arrives and consequently the first
operation L 9 .. can be done on machine 3.
EAKLI55T TO:^lZLC
Sm-KT PfirT&S
I 2 3LATEST .POSSIBLE
Cof PL C- TlON 3>ATBS
TIME t IN PLANNINQ PERIODS
Figure 5.3. Changed Gantt Chart.
We recognize at this point that the original chart is use-
less because the situation has changed so much , we have to de-
velop a new Gantt chart (see Figure 5.3). The event, that a
certain lot is not available wh en needed m a y happen every day:
machines break down
,
tools are not ready and available, labor
is not available, and so on. Consequently this means that every
day a complete new detail chart has to be developed. In a
Ill
company where hundreds of shippable parts are involved and
thousands of items are manufactured this is almost an impossible
job. On the other hand does it make sense to compute the
schedule for two months in advance, knowing that every day we
will have to rework the total schedule completely?
5.2 MATRIX REPRESENTATION OF THE GANTT CHART [12], [13], [17]
The graphical representation of the p roduc tion schedule with
the Gantt chart can be easily transformed into a matrix. The
matrix use for the Gantt chart enables us to apply the advantages
of the modern electronic computers.
5.21 S equence mat rix [12], [13]
The order in which a certain commodity c is processed by
the different facilities f and the sequence in which a certain
facility f accepts the commodities is the starting information
for the development of the Gantt chart matrix.
The ith facil ity sequenc e, F., for each i = l,...,m, is
the ordered set of indices of the successive facilities that
process and produce the ith commodity c.. Similar, the j th
commodi ty seq uen ce , C., for each j = l,...,n, is the ordered
set of successive commodities that are processed by the facility
f ..
3
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In general the facility sequence, F., is determined by the
technological requirements to build a certain commodity and
fixed on the operation sheet. The operation sheet specifies
the type of facility and the sequence in which the facilities
are to be used. In same cases the sequences may be open, leaves
some freedom for scheduling, and can be specified later v;ith the
scheduling requirements. The commodity sequence, C., will be
determined from the facility sequence, F
,
, or from a given
technical requirement.
The facility sequence matrix, F, is defined with the ordered
collection of all the facility sequences.
F =
m
F
i
m
commodi ty c
commodity c ~
(5.1)
Similarly, the commodi ty_ se quence mat rix , C, is defined as the
ordered collection of the commodity sequences.
C =
L
l
c
commodity sequence of facility f.
(5.2)
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5.2 2 Quantitat ive and non-quantitativ e sch edules
A schedule is non-quantitative if we assume that all opera-
tions have the same processing time b. . = 1. Hence, a schedule
is quantitative, if we imply the processing time may not be the
same for all operations.
5.2 3 Non-q uantitati ve Gantt chart matrix
The facility and commodity sequence matrix, when augmented
by having idle times inserted at the proper places, will be
called Gantt chart matrices, and are indicated by G(F) and G(C)
respectively
.
Exampl e . Suppose we manufacture 3 commodities on 5 different
facilities, that means m = 3 and n = 5. The facility sequence
matrix, transfered from a hypothetical operation sheet, may be:
F = c,
r ^
2 1 2 4 1
15--
2 13 5
(5.3)
The facility sequence matrix F indicates, that the commodity c.
is processes first on machine 2, than on machine 1," once more on
machine 2 and finally finished on machine 4. Commodity c~ is only
processed on two facilities: machine f and f,-. The third row
shows the facility sequence of the commodity c „ : facility f „
,
facility f .. , facility f~ and finally facility f ,. .
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One possible commodity sequence matrix is
f ~\
2 13
13 1
C - f
3
3 - -
1 - -
2 3-
(5.4)
This sequence matrix indicates that facility f.. processes the
commodities in the order 2, 1 and 3. Another possibility would
be the commodity sequence 2, 3, 1. This presentation is due to
the same facility sequence of article c and c~ for the first
two facilities: 2, 1. (see F-matrix).
C = f
2 13
3 1 3
3 - -
1 - --
2 3-
C -
2 3 1
3 11
3 - -
1 - -
2 3-
C =
f
2 3 1^
13 1
3 - -
1 - -
2 3-
The sequence matrix C and F together can be used to construct
a feasable schedule, a Gantt chart matrix as follows:
G(F)
r
2 1 2 4 -
15---
- 2 1 3 5
(5.5)
G(C) -
r 2 1 3 - -
1 3 1 - -
_ _ _ 3 _
_ _ _ 1 _
- 2 - - 3
(5.6)
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The Gantt chart is represented by the matrices G(F) and
G(C). The matrix G(F) shows the successive facilities which
process each part. The matrix G(C) shows the successive articles
that are processed by each facility.
The (i,k)th element of the matrix G(F) is either a dash or
an index of a facility. A dash means the ith part is not processed
during the kth scheduling step. An index number of the j th
facility shows that the article is processed by the j th facility
during the kth step. The G(F) matrix has as many rows as there
are parts .
The (j,k)th element of the matrix G(C) is either a dash or
an index of a part. A dash represents that the j th facility is
idle during the kth scheduling step. The index of the ith
article means that the jth facility is processing the ith com-
modity during the kth scheduling step. The G(C) matrix has as
many rows as there are facilities.
Each of the G(F) matrices can be rearranged into a G(C)
matrix and vice versa. The matrices G(F) and G(C) which are
simple rearrangements of each other must always have the same
number of columns (or same number of scheduling steps). They
have the same number of rows only if the number of facilities
is equal to the number of articles.
The Gantt charts constructed above are said to be non-
quantitative, because they do not take account of the actual
time intervals necessary to perform each operation. They
assume that b.. = 1 for all i and j, when b.. is the time to
perform the operation (c, , f .).
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5.24 Quantitative Gantt chart matrix
The Gantt chart matrices become quantitative when they take
into account the actual time to perform the operation and the
actual duration of the idle times. To incorporate this numeric
aspect into the Gantt chart matrix, we assume, that the times are
integral multiples of a certain time unit. Each index or dash
in the matrix G(F) of G(C) is repeated a number of times equal
to the multiple.
Example . Tor instance we assume in the example presented in
section 5.22 that we know the actual operation time for each
commodity on each facility. The times may be given within a
matrix, arranged in the same way as the sequence matrix. The
operation time b is given, for example, in the arrangement of
the facility matrix F:
F =
2 12 4
15--
2 13 5
with the B(F) matrix
B(F)
r 12 3 4
3 7
2 4 6 2
(5.7)
The (ii)th element of the B(F) matrix i.s the operation time
(set-up plus runtime) to accomplish the jth operation step of the
ith commodity c. on the facility shown in the (ij)th clement of
the F matrix.
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A more compact and readable way is to combine botli matrices
F and B(F) (07- C and B(C)), to one matrix FB (or CB , respectively).
The elements of this matrix FB are ordered pairs, including
first the facility (or commodity) index and second the operation
time b
.
f
FB =
-\
v.
(2.1) (1,2) (2,3) (4,4)
(1,3) (5,7) ( - ) ( - )
(2.2) (1,4) (3,6) (5,2)
(5.8)
CB =
f(2,3) (1,2) (3,4)
(1,1) (3,2) (1,3)
(3.6) (- -) (- -)
(1,4) (- -) (- -)
(2.7) (3,2) (- -)
~A
(5.9)
J
This compact information is exploded into the conventional Gantt
chart, by repeating the index number or the dash of FB or FC
,
respectively, b times as indicated by the second element of the
ordered pair and applying the rules of the general Gantt chart:
G(FB) = c 2
2--11222444------
1115555555-------
-22--111133333355
(5.10)
Time Feriods **-
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G(CB) = f
222113333------'
133--111---------
_________333333__
______„_1111_____
---2222222-----33
^
(5.11)
Note, at this point, that G(F) and C(C) will always have the
same number of columns if they are obtained from the same se-
quence matrices F and C. They will have the same number of rows
only if the number of commodities is equal to the number of
facilities, i.e., if m = n. The number of columns in the matrix
G(F) or G(C) is the length of time to complete all operations in
the schedule and is called the lengt h o f th e Gantt chart matrix.
Property . As we know already from the Gantt chart description,
each facility or machine can only process one commodity or part
at a time. For the Gantt chart matrix we receive the following
property: I. Each column includes not more than once a specific
index number i
.
To process the lot of a commodity on a facility a certain
time, represented by the multiple b, is necessary. An inter-
ruption of this process time, by using the facility for another
part, would require new set-ups. Thus, the operation times are
only time, if the lot of the commodities arc processed continuously
as indicated by the operation time b. For the Gantt chart matrix
this means: 1 I
. Each Index has to be repeated as much in a row,
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as it is indicated by the second figure in the FB or CB matrix.
No space or other index is allowed within this array.
5 .25 Summary
The matrix use for the Gantt chart enables the application
of the advantages of the computer for the Gantt chart generation.
For the storage within the computer a similar form of FB or CB will
be efficient, for the printout the form of G(FB) and G(CB) gives a
more readable chart.
5.3 SELECTION RULES [28], [40], [42]
To develop the scheduling method with selection rules
we look at the scheduling problem from a different point of
view. The machines are inspected in the shop and we observe
which of the machines are productive and which of the machines
are idle. Such a results may be represented with a sketch, as
shown in Figure 5.4. The machines are shown by rectangles,
the waiting and processed lots are described by circles. The
waiting lots are drawn at the left outside of the rectangles,
the in process lots are shown with a circle within the rectangle
© © ©
©
©
©
© © ©
Machine 1
Machine 2
Machine 3
Machine 4
Figure 5.4. Machine loading, as a waiting line problem,
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We observe, that machine 1 is productive and that there
are three lots waiting to get on machine 1. Machine 2 is in
production and there is only one lot waiting to be produced by
machine 2. Machine 3 is idle and there is no lot available to
keep this occupied. When a machine completes a lot, the fore-
man is confronted with the problem of scheduling. He has to
make the decision: v/hich of the waiting lots to put on the machine
In the case that there is no lot waiting, there is no decision
to be made. If there is only one lot, as for machine 2, then
the foreman puts this single lot on the machine. For none or
one lot waiting, there is no real decision required. However,
if there are several lots to be produced on a machine, then a
decision has to be made as to which of these lots should be
worked on first. The scheduling problem becomes one of decision
making. We need a rule for the foreman whereby the foreman
can make the right decision.
5 . 31 Si mp le pr i o r i ty
A possible decision rule might be to assign to each part
and thus to each lot a priority. The lot with the highest
priority is put on the machine next. This is a well defined,
9
unambigous rule, but has a meaningful disadvantage. Some parts
with a low priority might be permanently delayed. For every
part is required in the manufacturing process, this means that
the whole manufacturing might come to a standstill or at least
delayed.
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5. 32 Arrival pr iority ( first-on-firs t-of f priority)
Another possible decision rule is to work on the lot that
arrives first at the machine. This system insures that no part
is delayed indefinitely, as in the first decision system. How-
ever, if a lot slows down the manufacturing process and has no
real importance or priority, it can stay in the shop for a very
long time and delays other lots more and more. The arrival
priority requires a tight control of the detail scheduling.
5.33 Chance priority
It is possible to state a decision rule with the use of a
chance variable for scheduling. Like a roulette wheel we
determine by chance what part should be manufactured next.
This situation leads to a somewhat better production than the
previous methods. As time goes on every lot would eventually
be manufactured. Such a method would tend to equalize the in-
process time for different parts.
All these decision rules have an important weakness.
Usually the manufacturer has to meet some shipping schedule.
None of the methods are based on this fact. We require a de-
cision rule that depends on the shipping schedule.
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5_. 34 Del a y -t ime priority
The decision rule, working with the delay-time priority,
is based on the lot completion date. We assume, that some lots
are on schedule, some are early and some will be delayed. The
more a lot is delayed, the higher should be the priority. For
every lot a priority based on the deviation from the standard
schedule is determined.
5.4 SCHEDUL ING WI TH MAX U FACT URING BAND AND DELAY-TIME PRIORITY
[38]. [40K [42]
. This manufacturing scheduling model incorporates two very
real aspects of scheduling. The overa ll schedu ling is determined
with the aid of manufacturing bands, then the detail scheduling
is made by the foreman with the help of a predetermined decision
function. The decision function is based on the amount of delay-
time a lot has.
5.41 Producti on requirements
We assume that the requirements of each part are given and
have a certain distribution over future planning periods. This
requirement distribution was obtained from the requirement com-
putation (Chapter 3) and the optimal lot- size calculation
(Chapter 4). We have no authority to change this requirement in
an y way
.
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Figure 5.5. Requirement distribution of a certain part.
The requirement, usually given in table form, can be graphical
represented as time dependent function (see Figure 5.5). In
the previous section 4.2 we mentioned that it is much more
convenient to operate with the cumulated requirement function
instead of the requirement distribution. If x
.
^ is the require^ it
ment of part i in the planning period t, then the cumulated
number of parts in period t is computed with
it
t
Z x
t=l it
(5.12)
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Figure 5.6. Cumulated requirement function of the
same part shown in Figure 6.4.
Figure 5.6 shows the corresponding cumulated requirement func-
tion to the requirement distribution displayed in Figure 5.5.
5.42 M ar.uf ac t urin g bands [41]
The cumulated requirement function shows how many articles
have to be finished at a specific time period. This function is
our basic schedule for the whole production and usually called the
shipping schedule. To satisfy the demand of our customer at the
given time period, the production has to start a certain time
span ahead of the completion or shipping date. Mathematically
speaking, the Starting schedule of a specific part can be
determined by shifting the shipping or completion schedule by
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the make span plus a safty cushion on the graph to the left.
If S(t) defines the function of the completion schedule. The
make span of part i includes set-up time as well as the effective
run t i in c .
TIME i IN T>U\)ININQ PERIOD5
Figure 5.7. Manufacturing-band.
We call this combination of start schedule and completion
schedule the manufacturing band for the specific part i. As
long as the part is made on a continuous assembly line, these
manufacturing bands represent the start and completion schedules
However, what do we do when the parts are manufactured in lots
as we assume in the job production?
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5.43 Manu facturing band and lo t- prod uc tion
A production part might go through many machines and there
may be operations on each of these machines. The part itself
can be produced in any specific lot size. The only important
point is that all starting dates and all the completion dates
are within the manufacturing band. Some typical examples will
illustrate the use of manufacturing bands for production with
lo ts
.
Ex_amp_l_e_ JL_. Each week we manufacture a lot of a certain part.
We specify, that each of the lots has to be within the manu-
facturing band as shown in Figure 5.8. Each lot is to be
started and completed so that the rectangle formed by the start
and completion dates lies entirely inside of the manufacturing
band
.
COMPLETION SCHEDULE C
7 .'
j/./s, APP/l TIME i IN PLANNING
PERIODS
Figure 5.8. Manufacturing band with weekly release of the
production lots.
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Manufacturing band with biweekly release of the
production lots.
Example 2_. In this example we have a variable production cycle.
The part is produced in lots of a constant size. The economic
lot size had been found and this is now applied on the manufacturing
band scheduling. In this case the same rule is valid: the rec-
tangle formed by start and completion date has to be entirely
within the manufacturing band. Example 2 is drawn in Figure 5.10.
VAN Fp3 MAUCH fiPKIL TIME t IN PLANNINC,PERIODS
Figure 5.10. Manufacturing band with production in constant
lot sizes
.
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Example 3. A more general Interpretation of the concept of the
manufacturing band is shown in Figure 5.11. A part night go
through many production facilities and there might be a certain
number of operations on each of the machines. The part shown
in Figure 5.11 goes through four operations. The start and the
completion dates are given for each of the operations. The
rectangle formed by start and completion date and the lot size
lies within the manufacturing band.
PT SCHEDULE
COMPLETION
\ SCHEDULE
TIME IN PL&NNlNq T>EPiOI>S
Figure 5.11. Manufacturing bands with an actual production,
showing each operation.
5.44 Pete rm i n a t_i on o f the width of th e manu factur lng b and
1. Set-back chart (for assembly-flow production)
To determine the width of the manufacturing band we con-
struct the set-back chart (Figure 5.12) in accordance with the
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Part-structure graph (Figure 5.13), by allowing a fixed make
span and asafety cushion for each assembly or part. As long as
we deal with assembly-flow production this method is suitable.
However, if we deal with parts that are made in lots, we must
decide what the make span is.
2. Make span analysis (for lot production)
A manufacturing analysis of each part shows, how much set
up and run time is required for each individual lot. This gives
us the minimum time a part requires to be pushed through the
workshop, but not the total make span. As we know, the lot may
be idle on the floor waiting to be worked on thus the total
makespan depends on how much time a lot has to wait as well as
on the set-up and run time. The complete solution of the
scheduling problem in the job-type production would allow us to
calculate this idle time. However, the complete and detailed
solution is unknown. If we know it we would not need to
schedule with the aid of manufacturing bands.
3
.
St atistical ap proa ch for the make span
One approximate method is to analyze the operations in
the workshop and to establish a statistical rule. This rule
should give us the make span for each part.
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Vazsonyi [41] set the hypothesis, that the make span
of each part depends only on the number of operations involved
and the total standard time required to manufacture. He obtained
the following result: The make span in fact correlates v/ell with
the number of operations and depends not too much on the standard
times. Figure 5.14 shows a scatter diagram of the make span and
versus the number of operations to to be performed on each part.
NUMBER OF OPBRAVCN5 OO
20 40 60 80 100
Figure 5.14. Relationship between the number of
operations to and the make span a.
Dealing with a production, whose make span is approximately
independent of the Labor hours required to make each part, we
s tate :
a = A to + C (5.13)
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Under nore general conditions we have to assume, that the make
span a depends on labor hours required. Denoting the labor
hours to make a particular part with t, we enlarge the equation
(5.13) to:
a = Aco + B
. Xl . 1 + Clot w
where the symbols have the following meaning
(5.14)
a =
0) =
A
B
C
lot
make span in production periods,
total number of operations,
total standard time to produce one single part on the
U) operations.
cons t an t
,
cons t an t
,
cons tan t
,
lo t size
The last equation (5.14) is more general than equation (5.13)
and has a wider application. The method of correlating the make
span with the number of operations is only valid for the normal
range of operations and lot sizes observed in the study. It is
not advisable to extrapolate.
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5 . 45 Decision making w ith del a y - 1 in e p_r_io ri ty
We have specified the manufacturing bands, but we did not
mention how the detail scheduling is performed. As long as the
actual production stays within the manufacturing bands the
shipping schedule will be met. The width of the manufacturing
bands make it difficult to survey the progress of the production
in relation to the completion date.
5.45.1 Absolute delav time
To obtain a certain guide within the manufacturing band
we develop a tool which indicates the. progress or the delay of
each lot in the production. We want to know where we are with
the actual production within the manufacturing band. An eco-
nomical way to obtain this goal is to compute the progress or the
delay of each lot every day. The lot with the largest delay
needs processing more urgently than any other and should be pre-
ferred to all the other lots. The "absolute delay time At"
is the difference between the actual date t , and the
actual
theoretical date t , . The theoretical date indicates the timetheor
where the production should be with the already completed work.
Defining
S - as the indate or start date of the manufacturing band,
n - as the number of completed operations, and
t - as the total standard time to produce one single
n
part up to the nth operation,
we calculate wich linear interpolation the time t ,v theor
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t , = S + (An + Bx n t + C)theor lot n (5.15)
and the absolute delay time At with
At - t r t . = t . i- S - (An+Bx. t +C) (5.16)actual theor actual lotn
5.45. 2 Rel ative delay
To compare the delay, the absolute delay time
At = t , - t . is not sufficient. This delay time has no
actual theor
base to compare lots with different width manufacturing bands.
A ratio of this absolute delay and the total available make span
gives a sound base to compare and to decide upon. The relative
delay is computed with the fraction
absolute delay
make span
- t
actu al tn eor A_t
S ~- C a
(5.17)
where
actual
theor
the current date
the date where the lot should be with the
completed operations n
the start date or in-date
the completion date or out-date
the make span
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This ratio X is called "relative delay" and can be used as a
decision parameter. The bigger the delay is relative to the
make span the more urgent this part becomes. We express this
statement with the decision parameter and state: The lot with
the largest decision parameter has the highest priority. It
has to be taken first out of the waiting line, for processing.
In practice the scheduling model works as follows: Every
time a lot is completed on a machine, the foreman surveys the
lots that are waiting, computes the decision parameter and selects
the lot with the largest decision parameter X.
5.4 5.3 Decision function
With the decision parameter X we have a scheduling model,
that removes decision making from the foreman. Using the models
mentioned in section 5.3 the foreman had too many decisions to
perform, almost without any objective guide; now he has no de-
cision freedom at all. To make the model more flexible and to
give the foreman a certain responsibility with decision making,
we introduce a function that transforms the decision parameter X
into another decision parameter 6. One obvious very suitable
function is 6 = 6(X), which is defined as following:
5 =
f
V X <_ -1
V X > -1
The picture of this function is shown in Figure 5.16
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RELATIVE LBLAY
EARLY
Figure 5.16. Decision parameter A and 6.
Here, similar to the original decision parameter, the
larger the decision parameter, the more priority is given to
the individual lot. With this parameter 6 the foreman has no
choice for late parts, hut has more flexibility for early parts.
The decision function could have different shapes, depending
on the nature of the problem. The important point is, that with
the aid of a decision function, preciseness and flexibility can
be introduced into the scheduling model.
5 . 45 . Jt E xajm p_l_e_
Let us consider that the foreman is confronted with the
problem of deciding which of the seven lots, shown in Table
5.15, should be put on the machine next. Al] seven lots are
waiting before a certain machine to be processed.
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The Table 5.15 indicates the progress of these lots in the
workshop. Beginning with the first column the table shows:
the lot number,
the total number of operations necessary to finish the parts
the make span a, which was calculated with equation (5.13)
a = Aw + C, using A = 2 and C = 5,
the start date S
,
the completion date C, and
the number of already completed operations n.
We investigate which of the lots should be taken first?
The number of completed operations n is also enclosed in the
table, as reported from the workshop. For the first lot 20
operations have been completed. The start date for the first
lot is S = 195. The manufacturing day on which the first n
operations have to be completed is computed with
t . = S + (A.n + C)theor (5.18)
and for our first lot
t t , = 195 + (2.20 + 5) = 240theor
We see that on the manufacturing day 240 the first 20 operations
should have been completed, but the current manufacturing day is
t , = 250. This shows, that this lot is late by At = 250 -
actual
240 = 10 manufacturing days.
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5.45»5 Control of the production situation with the decision
parameter
Collecting all the decision parameters and plotting them
in a frequency diagram we obtain graphs as shown in Figure 5.17.
If most of the decision parameters are positive, the distribution
looks like the right graph in Figure 5.17. Most of the parts
are late and the production as a whole is late. On the other
side, if we obtain a curve similar to the left side of Figure
5.17, most of the parts are ahead the schedule and thus the
shop as a whole is ahead.
,
.
frequency
EARLY
t [
frequency
LATE
Figure 5.17. Distribution of the decision parameter.
If the variability of the decision parameter is small, we obtain
a narrow distribution curve. This indicates the schedule is
tightly controlled. If the curve is spread out, the parts are
loosely controlled. See Figure 5.18.
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Summarizing, the distribution of the decision parameter
X or 6 represents an objective quantitative measure of the
earliness or lateness (with the location of the mean value of
the parameter) and the tightness of control (with the standard
deviation of the parameter) for the production control.
frequency
TiqHT CONTROL
(smalt std- dev.)
LOOSE CONTROL
(Large std. dev.)
- -~~ L.
decision pararr^rer
Figure 5.18.
X +1
Distribution of the decision parameter.
5.5 SUMMARY
The total model . The scheduling model developed in this chapter
divided decision making into two different levels. The basic
manufacturing b a
n
d system established an overall scheduling
interval but left the detail scheduling open. The d e tail
schedulin^is performed with the aid of the decision procedures
and is accomplished by a lower level of supervision.
This scheduling model combines, therefore, two practical
features of the scheduling problem. The overall scheduling is
executed by production control with the aid of manufacturing
bauds. The daily detail scheduling is performed by the foreman
in the shop with the help of decision procedures.
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6. CONCLUSION
This thesis shows one way to develop economically a feasi-
ble schedule from a given sales forecast. The method is appli-
cable for job and lot production, where a number of identical
articles are produced. A refined matrix algebra and a wise
arrangement of the part hierarchy permit the efficient compu-
tation of the problem. For the immediate scheduling work a
two part method is suggested: The over-all scheduling is done
into manufacturing time bands, and the detail-scheduling within
the bands by loading rules for the facilities. The loading
algorithm has already been applied in industry and has recorded
acceptable results.
Future investigations should consider the following aspects:
1. Stating the requirements problem with a realistic continuous
time scale rather than discrete periods,
2. A better integration of requirements with optimal lot size
and scheduling,
3. Application of the network concepts such as PERT to the re-
quirement and the scheduling routine,
A. Simplifying and reducing the computations and the computation
time , and
5. Transformation of these algorithms into a workable computer
program.
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This thesis describes the production planning of require-
ments and scheduling for job type production. The assumed pro-
duction model consists of a sequence of operations that manu-
facture and assemble several components to one assembly on a
certain number of facilities.
The efficient computation of the time-dependent require-
ment uses a refined matrix algebra combined with an efficient
part arrangement in an assembly hierarchy. This requirement
problem incorporates the description of part structure and
storage; part explosion; reduction of requirements by inventory;
determination of lot size; and manufacturing time span.
Scheduling itself is performed at two levels: Rough sched-
uling of components and assemblies to "manufacturing time-
bands" and detailed scheduling of components and assemblies
within this band. An economical loading rule for detailed
scheduling is described.
